
Policy: NA4 Milber

RSPBConsultee ID: 223 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

This site is within 500m of a cirl bunting breeding territory recorded in the latest national survey in 2009 and lies within the Cirl Bunting Enhancement Zone. If the 
habitat on site has potential to support cirl buntings, the RSPB recommends appropriate survey to inform any necessary on-site mitigation and off-site habitat 
provision should cirl buntings be using the site.

Change To Policy:

We recommend that the text in NA5 re cirl buntings “mitigation and compensation measures to deal with the impact on Cirl Bunting breeding territories” is included 
in the text for NA4 Milber.

Organisation

Coffinswell Parish CouncilConsultee ID: 16577 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

There were strong objections to the effect of a new road, traffic exiting onto the St Marychurch Road and possible effects of increased traffic levels on St Marychurch 
Road and through the parish.

1.The Council notes a proposal for housing on the edge of Kingskerswell to the East (KK1) and the development of a new road ("improvements") from the Shaldon 
road to access onto St Marychurch Road (NA4-Milber).  Aspects of these two proposals could have a detrimental impact on Coffinswell and Daccombe.

Strong objections:-

a. The proposed road onto St Marychurch Road:  traffic will emerge into very fast flowing traffic on the brow of a hill.  The website 
http://www.crashmap.co.uk/Search shows the number of crashes recorded on St Marychurch Road from 2005-2010.  Whilst many of these accidents were recorded 
as “slight”, local residents do not believe that the severity and number of incidents logged accurately reflect the feelings of danger and anxiety that many people have 
when driving this road.  In 2008 there was a motorbike fatality at the junction of St Marychurch Road with Connybear Lane. 

b. An enlarged exit onto the St Marychurch Road will only eat into the existing green infrastructure and could affect the ancient monument (Milber Down Camp). Also, 
the road will inevitably encroach onto a pleasant area on the edge of beautiful countryside. The traffic generated by the "improved sports pitches", the "upgrading of 
existing employment facilities" and the proposed housing may lead to a rat run through Coffinswell and Daccombe, which already suffer from inappropriate through-
traffic.  

c. If there is an incident on the St Marychurch Road traffic inevitably diverts through Coffinswell and Daccombe.  The lanes in the parish are simply not appropriate for 
sudden, large increases in the volume of traffic.  Many drivers are disorientated when they are forced to use the lanes, it would appear that they sometimes drive 
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through several times before reaching an A road to continue their journey. Teignbridge DC will be aware that these are concerns expressed in many rural areas of the 
UK, particularly Devon.  

d. The provision of, for example, a roundabout to deal with traffic flows on St Marychurch Road could impact hugely on the essentially rural character of the area.
e. The Kingskerswell plan (KK1) is a real encroachment onto the very edge of Coffinswell and Daccombe and the open countryside. The parish council is surprised and 
disappointed to see the proposal at KK1.  The Teignbridge Core Strategy states that we need "to respect and protect the unique character and environment of our 
local area".  The land at KK1 has never been earmarked for development before – the Kingskerswell Community Masterplan launched in October 2011 is the first ever 
mention of development of this area.  Some Coffinswell parish residents will be directly affected by any development at KK1 and many others are extremely 
concerned at the possible loss of such a beautiful green valley.
 
In conclusion, these proposals have the potential to threaten the safety, environment, noise levels, enjoyment and leisure of local residents and the public generally:  
many Torquay and Newton Abbot residents regularly visit the area for a change of scene and pace.

Change To Policy:

a. The proposals for development at NA4 (Milber) should be reviewed carefully and full consideration given to the road and traffic aspects to avoid creating higher 
levels of traffic on inappropriate roads, increasing the danger and noise for others using the road or otherwise affected by it. 

b. The council is aware that highways issues are a matter for Devon County Council, not Teignbridge, but it is not at all confident that the correct type and level of 
traffic enforcement would take place.  It is only a matter of a year or so since the council engaged with Devon CC over possible 30 mph speed limits in the parish.  

c. The proposals for development at KK1 should be reconsidered.  In particular, the mixed development at KK1 should be reviewed in the light of EN1 (Strategic and 
local open breaks) and the stated desire of Teignbridge DC to allow or create green wedges between settlements.

Haccombe-with-Combe Parish CouncilConsultee ID: 16579 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The Parish is concerned about proposed development as detailed in NA4 Milber and NA5 Buckland Barton. The total number of houses proposed will significantly 
change the nature and characteristics of the Parish increasing the housing stock by 50% from 326 to 480. 

Key concerns are:

1. The impact of the proposed ridge/sky line development NA4

- The proposed development will be highly visible from several miles around and will be a prominent and dominant skyline feature. Such skyline development 
contradicts Teignbridge District Council’s previous reasons for refusal in of skyline development  - 08/04486/MAJ

- Such skyline development contradicts the Planning Inspector’s previous reasons for refusal in of skyline development in 2008 (as above)
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- Development over the ridge line goes against all new and existing policies and all other development proposals protect ridgelines.  

- If the ridge line is breached, you change the perspective of the area

- The beautiful, protected and heritage Haccombe valley will become exposed. 

2. Serious traffic issues NA4 and NA5

- Shaldon Road is already inadequate for the amount of traffic and size of vehicles travelling along it.  The proposal will create  additional traffic problems and 
exacerbate the current noise, air pollution, driver and pedestrian safety.

- St Marychurch Road, in particular, is already over-used and dangerous.  Further development would exacerbate the problem.

- The new junction Long Lane and Marychurch Road will have sight restrictions; will cause large vehicles when turning to use the whole width of road, and vehicles will 
back up causing slower passage.

- Parishioners object to and are appalled by Teignbridge District Council’s proposal to build houses simply to fund a road which Centrax should be responsible for 
funding as part of their original planning application.

- The proposed road will simply create a dangerous ‘rat-run’.

- The proposal for sustainable transport is unrealistic  

3. The impact on the environment NA4

- The beautiful, rural Haccombe valley is not only enjoyed by residents, it is equally enjoyed by tourists and visitors.  Proposed development as outlined in this 
document would impact on their enjoyment of this beautiful valley and would deter them from coming.

- There is concern about the number of trees which will have to be removed to accommodate the proposals.  Doesn’t Teignbridge District Council have a duty to 
protect rural parts of Devon?

- There is no green belt in this plan (unlike other parts of Newton Abbot)

- These proposals go against Teignbridge’s green infrastructure plan

4. Historical features will be damaged NA4 and NA5

Teignbridge District Council has selected a historical piece of land.  Historic footpaths, bridleways and ancient hedgerow will be lost forever.  A representative of the 
Secretary of State looking into the Centrax development stated that there should be no development affecting the ancient hedge. The requirement for a programme 
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of archaeological investigation work has still to be undertaken before the Centrax development can proceed.

5. Sustainability NA4

The proposed development is not sustainable. This group of housing has not been provided with any facilities or access to facilities such as schools, public transport 
etc. 

6. Wildlife NA4

Distinct and unique flora and fauna has been recognised in this area, including bat habitats and corridors and other protected wildlife and should not be subjected to 
urban or agricultural disturbance.

7. Centrax and the phasing of jobs and housing NA4

There is no evidence about how such development would be phased. If housing is created before jobs, it will just be another soulless housing estate.

8. Desire to keep the spirit of the designations 

The Parish Council wishes to keep the spirit of the current designations of Area of Great Landscape Value and Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty which are being lost 
in this document. 

9. Walking and Cycling route  proposals NA4 and NA5

These are ill-thought out.  They would simply be too dangerous to use.

10. Playing Fields NA4 and NA5

Greater use of the existing pitches at Long Lane when they are upgraded will provide sufficient capacity and exceeds the the requirement as set out in the Core 
Strategy. However no provision has been made in Buckland in an area which has poor provision.

11. Uncertainty about the status of the proposed road

There is concern about whether the proposed road will remain privately owned.  This comes with obvious dangers and lack of protection for users.

12. Negative impact on beautiful rural area 

Essentially we believe this is a beautiful area which will affect not only but this parish, but its neighbours in Newton Abbot who also enjoy the rural aspect of this 
parish. The parish is a showcase for Teignbridge celebrating the area’s wonderful natural setting, with a wealth of wildlife assets and a rich cultural heritage and these 
proposals NA4 and NA5 goes against the strategic policies;  EN5 heritage asset , EN8 Biodiversity Protection and Enhancement, EN10 Sensitive to change, EN11 
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Important species, EN12 Trees and Hedgerows.

13. Water drainage 

Water already floods down the valley.  A development of this nature would exacerbate an existing problem. There are a number of natural springs which are not 
identified in the plans.

14. Topography 

Requires further investigation – local knowledge would show that this would cause environmental issues if not damage.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 19049 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This proposal breaks some of the Council's own policies and most recent planning decision for the Milber (Centrax) business development. The proposal to build on 
and over the ridge into the Haccombe Valley with its widely acknowledged unique landscape and historic significance is to be denegrated. This move, together with an 
apparent relaxation of rules governing development in the countryside, suggests that the Council intends, in the longer term, to further expand Newton About 
eastwards from Milber and Buckland. The bridleways in the valley are walked extensively by visitors and local people and this recreational use would be compromised 
by the proposal.   The nature of the landform and the cut off of urban development below the ridge at the top of the valley means that Haccombe still has 'dark skies' 
the light pollution from this development will stop this and have a consequent impact on some of the special wildlife in the area.   Building appropriate access to the 
existing and expanded industrial site is clearly important, but must not be achieved at any cost and should be done as part of an overall Master Plan and Economic 
Development Plan for the district. To build 100+ houses in this location in order to fund a new road seems to be premature.  Where is the traffic analysis that shows 
that this is necessary?  The link onto the marychurch road is far from satisfactory and would result in a 'ratrun' used between the Marychurch and Shaldon Roads still 
funnelling traffic down to the botlenecks at the Penn Inn. This is not a solution but a problem!

Change To Policy:

The Policies should contain all development below the ridgeline as in the existing plans and as proposed in the Seale Hayne area. The extent of development and the 
Town boundary should be clearly defined.  The Area of Great Landscape Value designation should be re-instated or a robust alternative introduced to prevent urban 
sprawl. Provide more detail on the type of employment that is viable within this site given the roads and its proximity to housing and the open countryside. Provide 
details of scheduling with other road developments e.g. South Devon Link Road and access to this.  Perform an appropriate traffic flow analysis once the Centrax part 
of the new road, as agreed in the planning permission, is in place to determine whether a link to the Marychurch road is required before identifying additional 
development in this area.

Individual

Cricketfield SurgeryConsultee ID: 19135 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Organisation
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Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

English HeritageConsultee ID: 20038 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

English Heritage has an in-principle objection to the proposed allocation within and around the Scheduled Monument at Milber Down Camp. This is a large Iron Age 
and Romano-British defended settlement site which retains a good degree of its unspoilt rural setting, despite some encroachment by modern housing and an old 
road running through it. In our opinion, the remaining rural land around the site should be maintained and protected as open rural land, as the monument when 
occupied would have commanded clear views over its environs for reasons of defence. The remaining undeveloped land to the east is essential to the maintenance of 
the monument's setting and its legibility within the landscape. The proposed allocation would compromise both the fabric of the monument (via the proposed road 
'improvements') and its setting - and therefore its Significance - by degrading the remaining undeveloped agricultural land around it by the changes put forward.  
 
Whilst most of the allocation is for amenity and sports pitches, even this relatively low-key development will involve infrastructure and extensive landscaping that will 
effectively suburbanise much of the remaining setting of the monument and intrude visually, especially lighting, accessible hard surface paths & cycle ways etc.  
Before this allocation is taken any further, a comprehensive historic impact assessment should be undertaken to understand more fully the implications of this 
proposal on the Scheduled monument and its setting.  Without such an assessment we cannot support this allocation within the DPD.
 
We would also wish to see if alternative options have been considered such as providing this particular allocation elsewhere, to enable the expansion for the existing 
Centrax industrial site.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 20540 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21231 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Organisation
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Barn Owl TrustConsultee ID: 16879 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 16996 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

My only concern is the effect on safety which the additional traffic on the Old St Marychurch Road will have

Change To Policy:

Individual

CPRE Teignbridge BranchConsultee ID: 17084 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Can you also please answer whether,if these protections apply to assist with Planning Policy and Planning Applications,then the proposed development sites 
TE1/TE2/TE3 West of Teignmouth; KS2 Ware Barton; NA4 Milber ; NA5 Buckland Barton,all of which intrude onto the Teign Estuary,should be permitted ?
If they are please explain how this is not giving a precedent and green light for creeping development along the whole estuary ?

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 17098 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I am surprised to see the council break several of it own policies and most recent planning decision for the Milber (Centrax) business development.  Specifically I AM 
appalled by the proposal to build on and over the ridge into the Haccombe Valley with its widely acknowledged unique landscape and historic significance.  This move, 
together with an apparent relaxation of development in the countryside, makes me suspicious that the council intends, in the longer term, to further expand Newton 
About eastwards from Milber and Buckland.  Building appropriate access to the existing and expanded industrial site is clearly important, but must not be achieved at 
any cost and should be done as part of an overall Master Plan and Economic Development Plan for the district. To build 100+ houses in this location in order to fund a 
new road joining two notorious traffic bottlenecks looks to me like an ill thought through proposal made on the hoof.

I write to express my dismay and concern at the intention to develop land along Long Lane. My objections fall into distinct areas 

Visual Impact

Individual
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1. Skyline - The proposed development is on a ridge visible from the countryside all around, both from the Dartmoor National park and the River Teign undeveloped 
coast area. Policy S2 states the intention" .. to respect the distinctive character of the landscape, protecting and incorporating key environmental assets of the area, 
including views, trees, hedgerows, wildlife habitats heritage assets and skylines" A development on this site would destroy a skyline, impinge on an Ancient 
Monument (located at the St Marychurch Road end of the site) and destroy an ancient and protected hedgerow.

2. Countryside - On maps for this area on the 1996 adopted plan Long Lane and the fields on either side fall within an area designated as of Great Landscape Value. I 
am concerned by the apparent change to this boundary. Nothing has changed since the area was designated, so the changing of the boundary, without consultation is 
highly questionable. Presumably the change was made solely to accommodate development.

The proposed housing would extend beyond the ridge line into the Haccombe Valley. There seems to be no provision for the protection of the countryside in this 
area. A housing development here would significantly impinge on a very beautiful and historic valley containing a 13th century church. Long Lane is the historical 
boundary of the original Haccombe estate. It needs to be protected as such. Once crossed the unique landscape of the valley would be open to further erosion in the 
form of piecemeal urban expansion. The loss of agricultural land is alarming and erodes the very character of the
heart of Teignbridge.

Increased Traffic Flow

The increase in traffic flow from this development would be considerable. The employment land coupled with the increased movement of cars from a 100 house 
development will generate congestion. The traffic will have to join an already overstretched road network. The St Marychurch road carries significant traffic already. 
The proposal to make a road linking the Shaldon road and the St Marychurch Road will only result in making a 'rat run' which will inevitably contribute to problems at 
the bottleneck which is the Penn Inn roundabout.

to build a road that is only tenable by virtue of the income generated by the building of houses seems a completely absurd idea. The new road is not needed and will 
result in congestion and potential accidents - it's exit onto the St Marychurch road is dangerous, the road is narrow and cannot be widened because of it's proximity 
to the Ancient Monument

General Points 

1. The elevated nature of this site also poses a significant flood risk for the valley below. The proposed area for housing has a
considerable number of springs which flow onto the bridal way of Waterwell Lane. Water from here inevitably drains into the Haccombe Valley. Any development of 
this site would result in considerable run off from areas of hard standing increasing the danger of flood.

2. I would also suggest that the site proposed for housing is unsustainable. To build houses here on the edge of a busy local road with no bus route or safe walking 
areas is untenable. Residents here would have no access to local facilities without the need to use a car to get into Newton Abbot. The development would, in effect, 
be an island cut off from shops, doctors surgeries, schools etc. - these only accessible by car. To locate housing, playing fields and industrial units along this lane is 
madness. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of the policies protecting our environment set out
in the LDF.
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I would urge the council to reconsider development on this site. It is both inappropriate and unsustainable. It would completely destroy the rural nature of the area 
and have a detrimental impact on the character of the Undeveloped Coast. EN2 states .. " the protection maintenance and enhancement of the distinctive landscape 
of the Undeveloped Coast is a priority" The council must look to it's stated objectives and reconsider the development of this site.

Change To Policy:

Please also refer to my separate letter. Contain all development below the ridgeline as in the existing plans. Define the Town’s boundary and retain the AGLV 
designation or provide robust alternatives to prevent urban sprawl. Provide more detail on the type of employment that is viable within this site given the roads and 
its proximity to housing and the open countryside. Provide details of scheduling with other road developments e.g. SDLR and access to this.  Perform an appropriate 
traffic flow analysis once all the new roads are built to see if any expansion is viable.

Consultee ID: 17107 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17230 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Centrax LtdConsultee ID: 17303 Agent: Bell Cornwell

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

The Core Strategy draft policy NA4 says:

"An area of approximately 42 hectares has been identified at Milber to deliver a sustainable, high quality mixed-use development including;

a) a comprehensive masterplan for the strategic site allocation, produced with continued input and engagement from stakeholders;
b) expansion of Centrax within the site;
c) delivery of 8 hectares of B1, B2 and B8 employment land;
d) potential for redevelopment and rationalisation of existing employment land at Milber Trading Estate for B1, B2 and B8 uses as appropriate to the site and its wider 
context, ensuring that there is also a mix of size of unit;
e) phased delivery of at least 100 homes including affordable homes in accordance with Policy WE2 with an emphasis on providing a mix of housing type and size to 
reflect local need. The housing sites should include a proportion of self-build sites;
f) a road between Haccombe Path/Milber Trading Estate and Shaldon Road;
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g) a network of green infrastructure including improvements in accessibility by non-car transport modes and provide connections with the existing communities and 
routes, local food production and wildlife areas;
h) new or improved off-road walking and cycling routes along, across and/or parallel to Shaldon Road, consideration for connecting Aller Brake Road with St 
Marychurch Road, along Long Lane and enhancement of existing footpaths and
bridleways;
i) facilities for the generation of on-site renewable energy at domestic and community scale;
j) recycling facilities to allow reuse, such as rainwater and composting;
k) areas for local food production;
I) 7 ha of playing fields and associated changing room facilities;
m) strategic planting along the eastern boundary of the site;
n) a carbon reduction strategy in accordance with Policy EN3; and
o) designed in accordance with Policy 5S2."

OBSERVATIONS ON POLICY NA4 MILBER

We welcome the allocation at Milber, however, and as we have stated above, we know from our meetings with Teignbridge District Council and with FTSE listed 
development companies, our analysis of background policy and other data and our
assessment of viability that the Council's aspirations for the site as outlined in policy NA4 are simply not close to being viable meaning that the policy is undeliverable 
in its current form.

Our client and the Council have engaged to try and get a mixed use scheme anchored by the bespoke facility required for the town, the district and the subregion as 
well as by our client and the Council.

To make a realistic attempt to get to a viable solution our client's respectfully suggest:

• setting up a joint project team with the Council to understand various development options;
• including an element of retail on the site;
• increasing the amount of housing on the site (which would help to meet Newton Abbot's housing needs as well as helping to improve viability on it);
• relocating the playing fields from the site;
• making a bid to the Regional Growth Fund for physical infrastructure works;
and,
• reworking the planning obligations package which, in effect, would mean the removal of some obligations altogether whilst putting others back into the 
development lifecycle.

Our client's recognise that many of the aspirations of draft policy N4 are laudable but the fact remains that their inclusion and the specifics of them are making 
development of the site unviable creating a risk, therefore, that Centrax, and with it significant employment and hugely significant economic benefits, could be lost to 
the town, district and subregion.

Change To Policy:
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Consequently, on draft policy N4 (Milber) to introduce much required flexibility our client respectfully suggests that the Council replaces:

"An area of approximately 42 hectares has been identified at Milber to deliver a sustainable, high quality mixed-use development including;
a) a comprehensive masterplan for the strategic site allocation, produced with continued input and engagement from stakeholders;
b) expansion of Centrax within the site;
c) delivery of 8 hectares of B1, B2 and B8 employment land;
d) potential for redevelopment and rationalisation of existing employment land at Milber Trading Estate for B1, B2 and B8 uses as appropriate to the site and its wider 
context, ensuring that there is also a mix of size of unit;
e) phased delivery of at least 100 homes including affordable homes in accordance with Policy WE2 with an emphasis on providing a mix of housing type and size to 
reflect local need. The housing sites should include a proportion of self-build sites;
f) a road between Haccombe Path/Milber Trading Estate and Shaldon Road;
g) a network of green infrastructure including improvements in accessibility by non-car transport modes and provide connections with the existing communities and 
routes, local food production and wildlife areas;
h) new or improved off-road walking and cycling routes along, across and/or parallel to Shaldon Road, consideration for connecting Aller Brake Road with St 
Marychurch Road, along Long Lane and enhancement of existing footpaths and
bridleways;
i) facilities for the generation of on-site renewable energy at domestic and community scale;
j) recycling facilities to allow reuse, such as rainwater and composting;
k) areas for local food production;
I) 7 ha of playing fields and associated changing room facilities;
m) strategic planting along the eastern boundary of the site;
n) a carbon reduction strategy in accordance with Policy EN3; and
0) designed in accordance with Policy S2."

with something effecting

"An area of approximately 42 hectares has been identified at Milber to deliver a sustainable, high quality mixed-use development including;
a) a comprehensive masterplan for the strategic site allocation, produced with continued input and engagement from stakeholders;
b) a new bespoke facility for Centrax on the site together with other B1, B2 and B8 employment land;
c) phased delivery of at least 350 homes (FOOTNOTE 3: COMMERCIALLY VIABLE HEAT AND POWER NETWORKS GENERALLY REQUIRE HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS OF 
AT LEAST 350 DWELLINGS.)  including a proportion of self-build sites;
d) an element of retail provision;
e) new physical infrastructure as required together with a network of green infrastructure;
f) renewable energy at domestic and community scale subject to viability considerations;
g) recycling facilities;
h) playing fields and associated changing room facilities if required."

and reflect in all related strategies and policies.

Individual
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Consultee ID: 17344 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17352 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17417 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17450 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 

Individual
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has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 

As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.

General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
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themselves.

Please also refer to my separate letter.I am very concerned  to see the council break several of its own policies and most recent planning decision for the Milber 
(Centrax) business development. I refer again to f,g and h in S22 and to points on protection of Heritage assets in EN5. Let's have these applied in this case and with 
full commitment. Specifically I am shocked by the proposal to build on and over the ridge into the Haccombe Valley with its widely acknowledged unique landscape 
and historic significance.  This move, together with an apparent relaxation of development in the countryside, makes me wonder if the council intends, in the longer 
term, to further expand Newton About eastwards from Milber and Buckland.  Building appropriate access to the existing and expanded industrial site is clearly 
important, but must not be achieved at any cost and should be done as part of an overall Master Plan and Economic Development Plan for the district. To build 100+ 
houses in this location in order to fund a new road joining two notorious traffic bottlenecks looks like an ill-thought-through proposal made on the hoof

Change To Policy:

Contain all development below the ridgeline as in the existing plans. Define the Town’s boundary and retain the AGLV designation or provide robust alternatives to 
prevent urban sprawl. Provide more detail on the type of employment that is viable within this site given the roads and its proximity to housing and the open 
countryside. Provide details of scheduling with other road developments e.g. SDLR and access to this.  Perform an appropriate traffic flow analysis once all the new 
roads are built to see if any expansion is viable.

Consultee ID: 17460 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17509 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17547 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

It seems extraordinary that development should be planned to intrude into Haccombe valley, a beautiful location and one of the oldest settlements in the area.

Change To Policy:

No development at Milber should be visible from Haccombe valley

Individual

Individual
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Consultee ID: 17560 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17638 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Please also refer to the response from HaRE CIC and my Parish Council. I am surprised to see the council break several of it own policies and most recent planning 
decision for the Milber (Centrax) business development.  Specifically I am appalled by the proposal to build on and over the ridge into the Haccombe Valley with its 
widely acknowledged unique landscape and historic significance.  This move, together with an apparent relaxation of development in the countryside, makes me 
suspicious that the council intends, in the longer term, to further expand Newton About eastwards from Milber and Buckland.  Building appropriate access to the 
existing and expanded industrial site is clearly important, but must not be achieved at any cost and should be done as part of an overall Master Plan and Economic 
Development Plan for the district. To build 100+ houses in this location in order to fund a new road joining two notorious traffic bottlenecks looks to melike an ill 
thought through proposal made on the hoof.

Change To Policy:

Please also refer to the HaRE CIC and Parish council responses. Contain all development below the ridgeline as in the existing plans. Define the Town’s boundary and 
retain the AGLV designation or provide robust alternatives to prevent urban sprawl. Provide more detail on the type of employment that is viable within this site given 
the roads and its proximity to housing and the open countryside. Provide details of scheduling with other road developments e.g. SDLR and access to this.  Perform an 
appropriate traffic flow analysis once all the new roads are built to see if any expansion is viable.

Individual

Consultee ID: 18875 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 18922 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Specific consideration should be given to Leisure, Secondary School and Improving infrastucture which has been for some time at breaking point. With the likely 
increased flow from Aller Park via the St Marychurch Road during construction of and after SDLR completed that road area and Shaldon Road will need looking at 
especiall with increased Industrial traffic to Milber Industrial Estate.

Change To Policy:

Councillor
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Change To Policy:

(Cllr) Newton Abbot Town CouncilConsultee ID: 18934 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Councillor

Consultee ID: 20006 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20342 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20365 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

The Milber and Buckland Barton Plan shows a new road on Long Lane with an exit to St Marychurch Road.  This is an extremely fast and dangerous stretch and great 
care and thought must go into the design of the junction – a small roundabout may serve to slow traffic down. Steps should be taken to remove the risk of 
Blackenway Lane becoming a ratrun.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20368 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Individual
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Consultee ID: 20375 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20378 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20382 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20392 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20518 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20519 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 20520 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20522 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20524 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20547 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Devon County Council, Historic Environment ServiceConsultee ID: 20548 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

There is no reference in the text to the Iron Age hillfort that is protected as a Scheduled Monument at Milber - the monument and its setting - or its potential for 
incorporation and promotion in any green infrastructure use.

The map on page 79 shows the southern part of the access road cutting across the protected Scheduled area and several archaeological sites that could be associated 
with the hillfort itself.  The map does not show the extent of the Scheduled Monument.  The southern extent of the road route should be reconsidered and relocated 
eastward away from the Scheduled Monument.

Organisation
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The development of the southern part of the area will have an impact upon the setting of the monument and buried archaeological material here.  English Heritage 
and the HES have concerns over development in the southern part of this area with regard to the impact upon the setting of the monument and upon any below 
ground archaeological remains associated with the hillfort that could be of national importance and of schedulable quality and, as such, will have an impact on any 
development here or in proximity.

The impact on the setting of the monument by the creation of the ‘improved sports pitches’ will depend upon the construction techniques employed to create these 
pitches.  Any groundwork may have a below-ground archaeological impact and the formulation of any above-ground development, such as the creation of changing 
rooms, landscaping, lighting etc, should consider whether it has a negative impact upon the setting of the Scheduled Monument to the south.

The map on page 79 shows housing development to the west of the Scheduled Monument and on the west side of Long Lane.  Housing here may have a direct impact 
on the setting of the monument and consideration should be made for this to be relocated into the northern part of the area under consideration.

Given the potential impact of any development in the southern part of this area English Heritage should be consulted at the earliest opportunity with regard to their 
opinion of development here and the impact upon the setting of the Scheduled Monument.

The northern part of this area, shown as land for ‘new employment opportunities’ and ‘improved sports pitches’ also lie in areas of archaeological potential, with 
prehistoric settlement identified through aerial photography here.  Long Lane itself is thought to be of some antiquity and may reflect the line of the Roman road.  
The archaeological impact of the development of this northern part of the area could be dealt with through an appropriate programme of archaeological work to 
preserve by record any archaeological remains that are affected by development here.  Any archaeological work undertaken would consist of pre-application 
geophysical survey and evaluation followed by appropriate mitigation - either by preservation in situ through design of any development or by further archaeological 
work to clear the site prior to development.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20643 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

For any civilised community, adequate housing and employment must be a priority.  However, we have grave reservations for the above plan in relation to future 
development at Milber & Buckland.

1.  The proposals inevitably mean sky line development at Milber which overlooks the beautiful Haccombe Valley.  In overview this valley should be treated as 
something of special natural beauty and given protection for the enjoyment of future generations.  Development as proposed would ruin this forever.
2.  Road Infrastructure - Shaldon Road from Penn Inn is, in our view, inadequate for the present level of traffic.  During rush hour periods, when Centrax closes, it can, 
at present, take at least 30 minutes to reach Penn Inn, and even if and when, the Kingskerswell by Pass is built, we cannot see how this will relieve traffic congestion 
travelling towards Newton Abbot and Exeter from Milber & Buckland.  Often, large articulated lorries cannot pass each other at the narrowest section of the Shaldon 
Road nearest (and above) the St Marychurch Road junction, unless the lorry travelling up the hill mounts the pavement.

Even at present there are a large number of six wheel articulated lorries travelling to and from the sewage works and Milber Industrial Estate.

Individual
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To allow, or encourage, further development of any description at Milber & Buckland until the road infrastructure can cope, would in our view be disasterous for all of 
us living and working in this area.

Furthermore, we  cannot see how the existing Shaldon Road would be improved for traffic without demolishing some of the existing buildings and felling some of the 
beautiful trees which line the road.  

Finally any further access onto the existing St Marychurch Road would make it more dangerous than it is at present.  This country road is used as an alternative 'rat 
run' to Torquay by locals wishing to avoid the hold ups on the main Torquay Road and in our view is now inadequate, too narrow and too dangerous for the existing 
level of traffic.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20647 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

It has come to my notice that large scale plans are proposed for the Long Lane area and through the Centrax factory on Shaldon Road. It seems obvious that these 
schemes cannot avoid adding traffic to roads that already are close to gridlock. At rush hour and often throughout the day, it can take up to fifteen minutes to travel 
from The Centrax site to the Pen Inn island. ( The traffic light sequencing at the island could certainly be adjusted to help this).

Until the new A380 and it's proposed flyover are in place no one can say what impact this will have on the traffic flow in the area, perhaps giving a small improvement 
but only time can prove this.

Already, all the roads around Pen Inn from Torquay to Newton Abbot are used as "rat runs" and to create yet another before a proper assessment can be made is 
ludicrous. 

If, after the barrage of objections this plan will surely attract, it is still permitted, I trust that strict landscaping criteria are set and rigorously enforced as in my 
experience this kind of development promises much but delivers very little.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20709 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

I am not opposed in principle to the mixed use development proposed in this area.

However, I object to the particular scheme which is described in the consultation document for reasons associated with two main issues:

Individual
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The land use proposed is insensitive to the local environment and contravenes Teignbridge's own planning policies:-

The housing proposed in the south east quadrant of the area on Long Lane would overlook the Haccombe valley and substantially disrupt the skyline viewed from the 
valley. This constitutes serious jeopardy to an area of great landscape value. It also seriously breaches the Council's strategic policy S2(g), which concerns respecting 
and protecting the local landscape, (including, specifically, views and skylines). There is also a breach of policy S1(g), concerning maintenance or enhancement of the 
character and appearance of affected landscapes. The proposal is not within the spirit of policy EN1, concerning respect for the character of open breaks between 
built up areas - in this case Newton Abbot and Torbay.

Traffic proposals are unsafe and would add to congestion:-

The new road proposed is potentially dangerous and will undoubtedly contribute to more congestion by substantially increasing the flow of traffic on the East side of 
the Newton Abbot conurbation. both on the Shaldon Road and the St Marychurch Road, and most especially at the extremely congested Penn Inn roundabout. In 
particular the proposed road will create or accentuate the following problems:

The Shaldon Road access to the Penn Inn roundabout is too narrow and is already overburdened by HGVs causing a hold-up. As well, private cars are frequently 
parked on the road and cause stoppages.

The proposed new access onto the Shaldon Road is close to the brow of the hill which is an area of restricted vision especially with low sun in winter, thus causing an 
additional hazard.

Despite the new lane scheme markings on the Penn Inn roundabout there is already congestion there, and the lanes are too narrow for HGVs. This scheme would 
increase the risk of serious accidents in this location as well as
additional hold ups in an area which is already a source of major delays at peak times.

Conclusion
Many of the deficiencies in the proposed scheme might be mitigated sufficiently to restore compliance with the Council's development policies and avoid jeopardy to 
the area of outstanding landscape value. In particular, the allocation of zones within the overall site could be greatly improved by moving the housing development to 
the west and north to remove it from the sensitive skyline area. This could probably be achieved by switching housing and playing field areas and by requiring 
appropriate screening with trees.

The deficiencies in the road proposal are serious, and would be exacerbated by the proposed housing, which was not under consideration at the time the road was 
granted planning approval. The problems with the proposed new road could be alleviated by removing all access from the Shaldon Road, or at least by connecting it to 
Haccombe Path
and improving the junction at Twickenham Road, thus improving the flow into the critical Penn Inn roundabout area. Creating a convenient link between Shaldon 
Road and St. Marychurch Rd. Invites use as a "rat run" which would be prevented by permitting access only at one end.

It would be unfortunate if a significant and potentially sound development was left in question by the proposed detailed distribution of activities and access. Sensitive 
modification can change this from being a poor scheme meriting vigorous opposition to a good scheme deserving support.
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20732 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20789 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I wish to strongly object to the above "Preferred Options Core Strategy Plan" for the following reasons.

1) The 1996 Plan clearly designates the Haccombe to Netherton Valley as an Area of Great Landscape Value and a Coastal Protection Area, which, Teignbridge District 
Council have a responsibility to protect and enhance. Importantly the new Core Strategy Plan should therefore encompass a qualification to provide full protection to 
the whole of this valley. 

The historic Haccombe Valley with its Grade 1 listed St Blaise Church and many other listed buildings would be detrimentally affected by the proposed housing 
development, which would be visible on the Haccombe skyline. Every
consideration has been given to wildlife thriving in this beautiful valley naming as example's the Curl Bunting, Tawny, Little and Bam Owl. The Netherton Hamlet for 
instance does not have street lighting preventing light pollution and previous planning approvals have ensured dwellings are visually screened and noise levels muted.

Permitting planning for housing as proposed would be the first step to urban sprawl and the disastrous destruction of an important asset in the Teignbridge District.

2) Traffic volumes in the locality continue to be a big problem especially at peak periods. As I understand the last traffic impact survey was undertaken 7 years ago 
during an inappropriate quiet period funded by Centrax. A new and appropriate impact traffic survey should be undertaken and I estimate this would highlight the 
serious issues that now exist. 

In addition to travelling to Newton Abbot from Netherton I use the lane from St Marychurch to Torquay every week and over the last few years have witnessed traffic 
volumes escalate. It is not unusual to join traffic stacked up to Centrax and along Twickenham road. To ease journeys from Torquay drivers cut through onto Shaldon 
Road via Twickenham Road. The development of the proposed new road will only exacerbate this problem and become a rat-run.

The Pen Inn roundabout is and will remain a bottleneck. The single roads leading onto the roundabout at the lights are narrow and having to pass through three sets 
of lights and two yellow hatch boxes, the first being miss-placed, causing major holdups.
 
M any drivers on Shaldon Road insist on remaining in the right hand lane and consequently often only one car passes through the lights. The inside lane then remains 
empty of traffic

Individual
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The road network is inadequate to support any further development.

The ever-growing size of articulated lorries struggling up the long steep Shaldon Road is surely something that Teignbridge should be considering and goes against our 
green environment.

I attended a recent Parish Council Meeting expecting someone from Teignbridge D C to be present but no one was available. The above is my immediate observations 
with the information available at present and would appreciate more details.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20790 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I wish to object strongly to the above Preferred Options Core Strategy Plan for the following reasons.

I object to the encroachment of the proposed housing and industrial development on the skyline of the Haccombe valley, which will have a seriously detrimental 
effect to the landscape. The valley is designated as an area of Great Landscape Value and should be protected.

My husband and I are keen walkers and regularly enjoy our walks in this valley and see many other walkers including The Ramblers enjoying it also. This is an amazing 
facility within Teignbridge that should be preserved.

Frequently and especially at peak periods there is heavy traffic congestion at the two sets of lights leading onto the Pen Inn roundabout any further development will 
exacerbate this problem.

The proposed units will also mean that more lorries using the roads will cause further problems at the roundabout.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20797 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

It will exacerbate an already extremely unsatisfactory and dangerous traffic situation. The volumes of traffic on the Shaldon Road and the St Marychurch Road are 
already high in relation to the design capacity of these roads, being the main channels to Newton Abbot and beyond for the villages along the estuary and a major "rat 
run " from Torquay.  The proposed Long Lane connection between the two and the building of 100 houses will :-

a) cause problems through traffic turning right into Long Lane, across oncoming traffic.

Individual
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b) increase volumes on two already overloaded roads (particularly the St Marychurch Road). 
 
c) cause even greater delays on the lower section of the Shaldon Road leading down from Centrax to  Penn Inn roundabout. 
(as will the building of more houses at Buckland Barton). The schools and shops are in Newton Abbot. Tailbacks are already a problem at    rush hour.  
        
The proposed traffic scheme allied to the proposed population increase will result in increased congestion and risk of serious accidents.
 
The proposed building of 100 houses at the end of Long Lane will also :-    
 
a) Destroy the scenic qualities of the Haccombe Valley. So called "screening" is likely to be visually ineffective and will not prevent   noise pollution.This has been 
designated an area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.The XIIIth century church ( Grade 1 listed) attracts visitors from all over the  world and the valley itself is much used 
by ramblers and riders.                                                                                                                                     

Place an undue strain on local services.
 
The plan laudably wishes to improve employment opportunities but this Section will destroy a major asset -the Haccombe Valley and the "Teignheads" which are 
important aspects of the attractions to the tourist industry of South Devon, itself one of the major employers in the region.
 
Needless to say, we regard this section of the plan to be highly unsatisfactory, counterproductive and dangerous.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20798 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

I am writing to you as a private individual to express my concerns about the plan to build approximately 100 dwellings on the land at Long Lane at Milber.

Whilst I suppose that this proposed development could be considered to be brownfield development it will also lead to the loss of agricultural land as sports pitches 
will require relocating to the other side of Long Lane. I fear that this will be the first step that will lead to creeping development into the Haccombe and Netherton 
valley.

You will be aware that the Haccombe Valley is an area of Great Landscape Value. This status will be irretrievably compromised by the proposal for development at 
Long Lane. This is ridge development and will have an overbearing visual impact on the valley. The Valley is currently almost completely devoid of ridge development 
and should remain so.

I am also concerned that the highways infrastructure is completely inadequate to support this development. Both the St Marychurch Road and the Shaldon Road (And 
notably the Milber exit at the Penn Inn roundabout) are unsuited to cope with heavier volumes of traffic

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20813 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

We have lived in Haccombe Path since 1963.  We find that the heavy traffic in our road has been steadily increasing and cars from Centrax parking in our road, instead 
of in their own car park, is making life very difficult for all the residents.  We were led to believe that Haccombe Path was to be made into a cul de sac, thus preventing 
the very heavy lorries coming up our narrow road.  We need to see this happen before all the proposals of a new trading estate and new homes are introduced.  Our 
road is really only a country road and not suited to all the huge lorries that currently use it.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20814 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

The policy for Milber supports improvements to Centrax.  Does this mean that Centrax will provide more employment opportunities?  If so, I congratulate them for 
providing more jobs but does this mean more traffic for Haccombe Path?  Residents on our road are already complaining about Centrax workers' vehicles parking on 
this road at all times of the day and night!  This causes lack of parking for residents and their visitors plus noise nuisance on shift breaks and change overs, especially 
during the early hours (eg 2.30am).  Depending how many vehicles are parked it can make it difficult to pull on/off our driveways.  Although Haccombe Path is only a 
minor road it is subject to some very heavy traffic especially lorries.  Although deliveries to Centrax are meant to go through the entrance in Shaldon Road there are 
many times a week when cars, vans, lorries come to the Haccombe Path gate to be refused entry, they then have to go up to the industrial estate and turn round … or 
more scarily reverse all the way back down the road!  Surely better signposting would help road safety.  Making Haccombe Path a cul de sac would be a solution.

A new access road onto Shaldon Road will improve accessibility to the site and also take traffic away from Haccombe Path - I don't think so!  Unless Haccombe Path is 
made a cul de sac traffic will always take the short cut (Jacks Lane in Torquay was a rat run until the Council made it access only).  The proposed road will take a lot 
more traffic to Penn Inn roundabout via Shaldon Road.  This road cannot cope very well with traffic at present, let along with a greater volume.  Also the road is so 
narrow towards the bottom of the hill that two lorries cannot pass each other.  It is rumoured that Haccombe Path may become a bus route.  No Thanks.  If a bus can 
get through so can a lorry, van, car etc.  Would a cul de sac not solve that problem?

Upgrading Long Lane - I have been led to believe that this a Roman Road with links to a Roman fort.  If this is the case it is of historical interest and should surely be 
treated as such.

100 new homes - already the rumours are saying 200.  An aerial photograph of the area shows it to be beautiful countryside leading to great views of the River Teign 
and onwards towards Torquay.  What a shame to put a blot on the landscape.  St Marychurch Road can hardly cope with the present traffic let alone more heading 
towards Penn Inn roundabout.  It is not wide enough now for footpaths so where will the cycling links go?

The site will provide 7 hectares of playing fields - there is already a playing field and the industrial estate has an indoor football pitch.

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20838 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

As a resident of Haccombe Path, I object wholeheartedly to the proposals as they stand.  Haccombe Path should be closed off to through traffic if the proposal is 
granted.  It is not marked for any changes and residents here have been fighting this for many years.  Our road is not designed to take 'heavy traffic' as you describe, 
but you do not state what you define to be 'heavy traffic'.  Any increase in vehicles using the street, particularly lorries and increased car traffic to the proposed 
housing development would certainly not be appropriate. Residents were informed the street would become essentially a 'cul-de-sac' and this proposal would be 
welcomed and supported by all.  The road could easily be closed to through traffic with the installation of bollards of similar past the rear Centrax exit with relatively 
little expense. The extension to Centrax is something as a resident I cannot support.  We are currently experiencing many problems with parking and noise pollution 
by Centrax employees, which is something we have had correspondence with them about and indeed, Cllr Hook has been assisting us with.  Larger premises equals 
more employees, and at present Centrax have not taken appopriate Corporate Social Responsiblity with the employees they currently have, so I cannot support an 
increase to this! The proposed area for residential development at Long Lane appears to be in the wrong place.  It is in the middle of nowhere, with no amenties 
within walking distance, therefore, not being something that fits with any kind of sustainability factors. Residents would have to use a vehicle even to obtain a pint of 
milk or to take their children to school and this is not at all within keeping with your environmental factors.  The proposed park area would be on a blind corner if the 
proposed link to St Marychurch Road remains as is.  It would abutt what is already a very heavily used, fast stretch of road to Torquay and in my mind would not be at 
all safe!  (This should be re-thought and a more appropriate space sought away from the road and the junction!) I have concerns about the environmental impact of 
the proposal to the Cirl Bunting population in this beautiful area and would like to see detailed environmental impact assessments on the area prior to any 
infrastucture, or building works.  Also, have archaeological details been considered for Long Lane, since it is a Roman road and joins the Hill Fort? Would there be a 
pedestrian crossing installed from Haccombe Path where it would adjoin the new road at the top by the industrial areas?  There are regular dog walkers and I myself 
take my child for walks in this area and so consideration should be given to pedestrian safety, especially with the increased vehicle/ lorry use and increased employees 
in the new business units. Finally, I have extreme concerns for the infrastucture all meeting at a 'pinch point' at Penn Inn.  Currently the traffic is extremely bad during 
the rush hours with vehicles queing for long periods of time either on St. Marychurch Rd and Shaldon Rd.  All this stationary traffic causes air pollution and I would like 
to see thorough surveys on the impact of this.  Finally, with the proposed new residential area, has any consideration been given to the ability for local primary 
schools to accommodate potentially extra children?

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20843 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The road infrastructure to and from Penn inn roundabout struggles with the traffic now without adding more traffic that 200 to 300 extra houses would bring also in 
addition more industrial traffic i.e lorries which unable to pass safely near the traffic lights on Shaldon Road, as they have to mount the pavement. Parking on 
Haccombe Path will increase which is already bad day and night with access in out of drives restricted, also will be used as a rat run. I do not believe that the fly over 
will cure any of these current issues and it is likely to get worse especially if these plans go ahead.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20855 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20868 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20937 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

The proposals, as they are currently structured we consider to be potentially damaging to the area, the road infrastructure, wildlife and very possibly employment and 
the environment in general. Consequently we would like to see amendments to your proposed strategy. 

The roads leading to and from Pen Inn and in particular the Shaldon Road and the Marychurch Road are already over used, are in poor repair and not fit to act as main 
arterial roads. They cannot and do not cope with traffic at peak times. At certain times and especially during the tourism season we find it very difficult to travel from 
lower Netherton into Newton Abbot. Your plan would impact negatively on this and therefore could act against retailing in Newton Town Centre, tourism and 
anyone's ability to commute/travel in either direction. We are also very concerned that the essential services could take far too long to reach rural dwellers.

Long lane is effectively an eastern border between town and country. Your own document refers to this (see page 74) and we feel that the Haccombe 'valley should 
be protected in its current state, and very possibly be put forward as an area of outstanding Natural Beauty. To place houses at the end of long lane/Marychurch Road 
would distract immeasurably from this environmentally important area. The sky line would change for ever, and is wholly unacceptable. Also this area teems
with wildlife including Deer, Owls and Bats and to disturb this fine balance may lose this all important habitat for ever.
More homes at Buckland Barton would only add to the misery of commuters as already pointed out above.

In summary we accept that development has to take place, but the plan in the proposed document simply would not work. Far more consideration needs to be given 
to the ability of roads to cope with ever increasing volumes of traffic. Areas of conservation such as the Haccombe Valley and all the way through to 
Combeinteignhead and through Buckland Barton to the Teign Estuary should be protected at all cost: their current status enhanced. Building should be confined to 
areas that do
not impact on environmentally rich and sensitive countryside. There is still plenty available, we accept that is becoming more difficult to find.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20953 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The proposed building development is located along the ridgeline of the as yet unspoilt valley of Haccombe not Milber as proposed in the plans.  It is also in view of 
the English Heritage 13th Centuary Church ST.Blaize and a quanity of grade 11 listed buildings in Haccombe Valley. The site of the proposed housing is on the steepest 
contours of the ridgeline, this ignores the Visual impact and Light pollution. There is no proposal for a new Green Infrastructure preventing futher expansion of 
Newton Abbot into the countryside. Which would swallow up the hamlets of i.e. Haccombe,Neatherton,Lower Neatherton  Why in all other cases  the council has 
provided for this ,but not here.  On our already conjested country roads i.e. Shaldon Road and The ST. Marychurch Road the inevitable increase in traffic both 
commrecial and domestic will cause gridlock.

YES S3 There is no clear indication on how the land for business, industry, and warehousing have been allocated. What is the impact on development if the 
employment targets are not met? EN5 Heritage assets  ,Good policy, but why does the LDF ignore it? EN11 Important species, points c and d nullify the policy, as is 
the case for EN9. EN12 Where is the Supplementary Planning Document? WE12 Loss of local facilities Either the policy is not robust enough or the council has chosen 
to ride roughshod over it. A case in point is NA4 proposed development. EN1 Limited in where it applies and what defines an Open Break. The published landscape 
Character Assessment referred to in S22 provides no protection against futher urban expansion.

Change To Policy:

I would suggest that no developmemt should be proposed that contravines the councils own planning regulations i.e. building on a ridgeline and crossing and entering 
the boundry of the Historic Valley of Haccombe which is renowned as an area of Great Landscape Value.

S3 The Economic Development Delivery Plan must address the above and should have been published before the LDF can be consulted on. The Delivery Plan should 
be one of the main pillars of the LDF, not an after thought. It should drive house building not follow. The LDF CS needs to state that greatest focus will be put on land 
for business and industry and less for warehousing. S5 Infratructure The balance in point e is critical to yhis policy, who will be making the decisions? When will this 
information be availiable and consulted on? Going by what is proposed in NA4, the decision making process was seriously flawed. The sequencing of development and 
infrastucture must be reference and available before any consultation to decide on how viable the development is. EN5 This policy nrrds to be strengthened if it is to 
prevent loss of heritage sites such as those proposed fot the Haccombe Valley (NA4). EN11 Either remove the get-out clause or specify who and on what basis the 
benefits are to be determined. NA4 Milber We are surprised to see the council break several of it own polices and most recent planning decision for the Milber 
(Centrax) business developmemt. Specifically we are appalled by the proposal to build on and over the ridge into the Haccombe Valley with its widely acknowledged 
unique landscape and historic significance. The move together with an apparent relaxation of developmemt in the countryside, makes us suspicious that the council 
intends, in the longer term, to futher expand Newton Abbot eastwards from Milber and Buckland. Building appropriate access to the existing and expanded industrial 
site is important, but must not be achieved at any cost and should be doneas part of an overall Master Plan & Economic Development Planfor the district. To build 
100+ houses in this location in order to fund a new road joining two notorious traffick bottlenecks looks to us like an ill thought proposal made on the hoof. WE12 
Clearer,more robust definitions are needed and possibly an inclusion of appropriate public cinsultation as part of the decision making. EN1 make reference to new and 
existing Green Infrastructure and define this around settlements to prevent 'urban sprawl'

Individual

Individual
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Consultee ID: 20955 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I am amazed that a development of this nature has been proposed along the ridge of an area of great landscape value, surely this is contrary to guide lines laid down 
by planning inspectorates and will be visable from all sides of the Teign Valley. Playing fields is understanderble but adding a large Industrial estate and cramming 100 
houses into one small field on the skyline will create an eye sore particulary in an area which boasts an historic site dating back to 50BC and the ancient and smallest 
parish in Devon ,  Haccombe, mentioned in the doomsday book. Such areas must be protected from developement.The new proposed road will distroy the existing 
Roman Road and impact on the ancient Milber camp , again contrary to planning guidelines.The shaldon road already struggles to handle the traffic as it is.

Change To Policy:

The milber development should be restricted to Milber.ie to the west of long lane A buffer zone to any further developement should be implimented along long lane 
to prevent urban development to the east of long lane.The new road should terminate in centrax not go on down long lane to the St Marychuch Road and the historic 
site.Long lane is an area for walkers riders and recreation . It is frequented by rarities like the Cirl Bunting and a host of wildlife whose habitats are fast diminishing.A 
line does need to be drawn. The Haccombe Valley is steeped in history and has been farmed for centuaries and should be allowed to continue with this tradition.The 
estate boundary is still marked out along long lane with the 13th centuary church of St Blaise at its heart housing the oldest bell in Devon, attracting tourists. Devons 
best environmental assets needs to be preserved.

Individual

Consultee ID: 20964 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20968 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

1) Long Lane is on the ridge above the  Haccombe Valley, a spectacularly beautiful area that used to be protected by Green Belt status up to the ridge.

2) The site marked for “at least 100 new  homes” is, on the face of it, reasonable. 
However, once houses have been built on a green field site in what was a Green Belt area, within 10 years we will get another housing development along the 
remainder of Long Lane and into the valley itself.

3) Centrax’s application for a new  industrial site next to the existing one is reasonable.

4) More buildings and roads will cause increased water run-off, adding to existing drainage problems (well known to locals, though planners seem blissfully unaware).

Individual
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5) In Centrax’s original application mention  was made of a car park and “sports pavilion” in the North-West corner of the existing sports field; local residents are 
opposed to this as past experience suggests the likelihood of anti-social behaviour. A better location, less likely to cause problems to residents, would be in the North-
East corner, adjacent to Long Lane and close to the proposed “improved sports pitches”.

6) It is claimed that the reason for  upgrading Long Lane and improving the access to St Marychurch Road is to improve walking and cycling links. Long Lane is already 
IDEAL for walking & cycling, and much used. Cyclists & walkers aren’t worried by a few potholes, cars & lorries are. The real reason for improving the road and access 
is for cars & big trucks going to and from the industrial site(s). Once this happens it will be too dangerous for cyclists & walkers.

7) It seems assumed that the Kingskerswell bypass might relieve a little of the traffic up the St Marychurch Road, but it is unlikely to make any difference at all to 
traffic on the Shaldon Road. When the extra traffic (cars and lorries) generated by the 100+ new houses and the new industrial units are considered the likelihood is 
that the present appallingly bad traffic on the St Marychurch Road at peak times will seem like a golden age.

8) In conclusion, the whole basis for this core strategy is deeply flawed. 14,500 new homes needed around Newton Abbot in the next 20 years? 
Completely ridiculous. We are an ageing population – a fact trotted out by Government and councils whenever they want to close schools, hospitals and other 
infrastructure. In 20 years there will be lots of empty homes. The only present need for new homes is for second homes (don’t think this is a justification for 
destroying our countryside) and to provide commuter housing for Exeter. Local taxpayers expect Teignbridge Council to look after Teignbridge interests, not Exeter’s!

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21019 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Having lived in Netherton for a number of years, we have come to treasure the countryside around us. We walk our dog and cycle the local area regularly and 
appreciate the natural beauty of our rural location, along with the other residents of the valley. The peaceful Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original 
Haccombe Estate and we would like to see it protected as such.
 
We understand that in 2008 the council made recommendations and established a ruling on permitted development in this location, as the new proposal now 
appears to go against this we comment as follows:
 
Housing: The plan allocates an area for 100 houses right up on a ridge line. This will obviously have a huge negative visual impact on the skyline, not only from the 
Haccombe valley, but for miles around. In an area designated as having Great Landscape Value, and recognised historic status, this is not welcome. Along with this 
would be the prospect of light pollution. 
 
Employment / Industrial units: It appears unclear what type of units are proposed, and what the allocated use will be. Our concern would be the vast increase in 
traffic along the top of the ridge creating noise pollution coming down into the valley, and possible further light pollution. 
 
Road Network: The scale of the proposal will cause a huge increase in traffic, and the plan doesn't appear to give provision for this. The proposed new road will join 
Shaldon Road on the East and St Mary Church Road on the West, both of which are already exceptionally busy roads.  Creating the new road will create a new 'rat-run' 

Individual
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as drivers find the quickest / easiest route down to Penn Inn. We have daily knowledge of the Shaldon to  Penn Inn bottle-neck, with morning / evening rush hour 
queues often in excess of 20 mins. Should a roundabout or traffic lights be placed around the current Centrax entrance to accommodate the new proposed road, this 
could create another rush hour bottleneck, and the danger that cars would queueing or be stationary on and over the brow of a hill.  Larger vehicles & lorries also 
appear very slow and struggle with the steep hill coming up Shaldon Road from Penn Inn; where the road narrows straight after the traffic lights, they are unable to 
pass each other without having to mount the pavement!
In conclusion, to further increase traffic into this area, and exacerbate these existing problems, before the South Devon Link Road and the appropriate accesses to it 
are completed, would really be an unacceptable situation.
 
We are keen to protect our enviroment, to reduce our carbon footprint and preserve the heritage of the district, and understand the Core Strategy has some good 
proposed policies on how this can be achieved, what isn't clear however is how these dove-tail with the specific proposal for the Milber and Buckand area? We 
therefore ask that this document is reviewed again with more sensitivity.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21029 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

I understand the proposal involves not only industrial units adjacent to Centrax, but also a new roundabout outside Centrax, and a new link road from the Shaldon 
Road Centrax entrance, to the St Marychurch Road, in addition to 100 new houses, built on the skyline overlooking the Haccombe Valley.
I recognise and accept that every district council has a responsibility to provide adequate housing and assist where possible, with the provision of employment for the 
local community.
I have also heard the suggestion that this project is actually proposed in part to help the needs of Exeter. Is this tru?
However, I submit that this plan, in so far as it relates to Milber and Buckland, should be rejected for a number of reasons as follows :-
1) The present road infrastructure fails to cope adequately with the existing traffic.
Traffic on Shaldon Road, from Combeinteignhead, Haccombe, Netherton, Milber and Buckland, combine to cause long delays on the approach to the Penn Inn 
roundabout, particularly during rush hours, and the holiday season, likely only to be partly mitigated by the proposed Kingskerswell bypass.
The proposals will only worsen the current ratrun on the old St Marychurch Road, which is already too narrow for the busy existing traffic. Lorries are already 
regularly seen mounting the pavements, including the industrial waste disposal vehicles which service Centrax itself.
I understand that each household generates an average of 7 traffic movements per day. An additional 100 homes would therefore cause an extra 700 such 
movements per day, in addition to the extra heavy lorry traffic from the industrial units which have already received approval on appeal.
2) 100 new homes on the skyline above Haccombe Valley would permanently destroy the existing natural beauty of the valley, and be visible from far and wide, both 
by day, and of course by night, due to the inevitable light pollution.
3) 1 note an additional 60 homes are also proposed for development at Buckland. The above comments pertaining to traffic under 1) again apply.

I submit my comments in the hope they will assist the reconsideration and overturning of those parts of the proposals which it is still possible to influence.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21038 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21063 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21071 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Venture Court TrustConsultee ID: 21081 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 21085 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This is an odd proposal that appears to fly in the face of conventional planning wisdom and a number of the proposed policies. The location of housing on and over a 
ridgeline with no more substantial boundary to the open countryside than a hedge is both environmentally damaging and illogical. Illogical because, with a simple land 
substitution, any housing could be confined to the west of the existing edge of Newton Abbot, namely Long Lane, while a low impact, open space use of 
recreation/sports could adjoin the open countryside. However, this presuppposes that the housing is desirable in this general vicinity. Given the traffic problems that 
already exist on the Shaldon and Marychurch Roads and the problems at Pen Inn, the introduction of the additional housing and employment land will only make a 
bad situation worse.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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1)Delay release of land for housing in this vicinity until the 'South Devon Link' is built and the new traffic pattern in the area can be assessed. 2)Only release land for 
housing west of Long Lane. 3)Only place recreational/sports land east of Long Lane. 4)Identify additional green infrastructure requirements to screen 2 and 3 above. 
5)in association with the suggested policy on small woodland management, seek to secure the future of all the existing and proposed green infrastructure between 
the Shaldon Road and Marychurch Road so as to provide a sustainable and enduring boundary to Newton Abbot in this area.

Consultee ID: 21111 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I am surprised to see the Council break several of its own policies and most recent planning decision for the Milber (Centrax) Business development.  I am not at all 
happy by the proposal to build on and over the ridge into the Haccombe Valley, this area has an unique and historic significance. Any building on this land leaves it 
wide open for further development into the valley itself at a later date.  To build 100+ houses in this location purely to fund a new road joining two notorious traffic 
bottlenecks will cause unnecessary build up of traffic at peak times. This scale of development is even more surprising since a number of houses are already being 
built in a town that has limited employment opportunities.

Change To Policy:

All development should respect the area's natural boundaries. We need more information as to whether there will be enough employment to sustain 100+ houses in 
this area.

Individual

Consultee ID: 21127 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Venture Court - Business Units - Bradley Lane, NewtonConsultee ID: 21129 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 21132 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21136 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Please also refer to our separate letter. We are surprised to see the council break several of it own policies and most recent planning decision for the Milber (Centrax) 
business development.  Specifically we are appalled by the proposal to build on and over the ridge into the Haccombe Valley with its widely acknowledged unique 
landscape and historic significance.  This move, together with an apparent relaxation of development in the countryside, makes us suspicious that the council intends, 
in the longer term, to further expand Newton About eastwards from Milber and Buckland.  Building appropriate access to the existing and expanded industrial site is 
clearly important, but must not be achieved at any cost and should be done as part of an overall Master Plan and Economic Development Plan for the district. To build 
100+ houses in this location in order to fund a new road joining two notorious traffic bottlenecks looks to us like an ill thought through proposal made on the hoof.

Change To Policy:

Please also refer to our separate letter. Contain all development below the ridgeline as in the existing plans. Define the Town’s boundary and retain the AGLV 
designation or provide robust alternatives to prevent urban sprawl. Provide more detail on the type of employment that is viable within this site given the roads and 
its proximity to housing and the open countryside. Provide details of scheduling with other road developments e.g. SDLR and access to this.  Perform an appropriate 
traffic flow analysis once all the new roads are built to see if any expansion is viable.

Individual

Consultee ID: 21140 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

as for S14

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21147 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I totally oppose policy NA4 and feel that it will have detrimental effects on Haccombe, on Milber and on motorists approaching the Penn Inn roundabout. Haccombe 
is a unique valley of great historical importance in an area of Great Landscape Value. It is an asset to Newtonians and many others who visit the district. Its beauty will 
be compromised by the clearly visible urban development and one has to fear for its future once the historical boundary of Long Lane is breached. I do not 
understand why an exception is being made to the policy of not building on ridgelines in an area so obviously deserving of protection.Why is there no Green 
Infrastructure to prevent the expansion of town into country? I recognise the pressure from central government to build new housing but the necessity of using this 
particular site is not demonstrated in the planning documents. Policy NA4 also involves the destruction of an important amenity for hundreds of existing Milber 
residents who enjoy walking Long Lane.It is their own piece of the countryside and it is ludicrous to suggest that cycling and walking will be enhanced by this 
development proposal.This ancient Roman road will be turned into a noisy thoroughfare used by hundreds of vehicles. My final objection to NA4 concerns its impact 
on the existing traffic bottlenecks which occur as the Shaldon and St Marychurch roads converge on the Penn Inn roundabouts. There will be many more vehicles to 
contribute to both these bottlenecks and many more of them will be heavy goods vehicles. The steep approach to Milber is already a challenge to heavier vehicles 
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and the number of these would be hugely increased by these proposals. It is simply not demonstrated that the South Devon Link Road-not yet constructed- will solve 
these problems.

Change To Policy:

I urge the planners to think again and ,at the very least, give protection to the one side of Long Lane and thereby ameliorate some of the problems described above.

Haccombe Renewable Energy Community Interest CoConsultee ID: 21153 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

We are surprised to see the council break several of it own policies and most recent planning decision for the Milber (Centrax) business development.  Specifically we 
are appalled by the proposal to build on and over the ridge into the Haccombe Valley with its widely acknowledged unique landscape and historic significance.  This 
move, together with an apparent relaxation of development in the countryside, makes us suspicious that the council intends, in the longer term, to further expand 
Newton About eastwards from Milber and Buckland.  Building appropriate access to the existing and expanded industrial site is clearly important, but must not be 
achieved at any cost and should be done as part of an overall Master Plan and Economic Development Plan for the district. To build 100+ houses in this location in 
order to fund a new road joining two notorious traffic bottlenecks looks to us like an ill thought through proposal made on the hoof.

Location of the proposed development

We are surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great 
Landscape Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in 
the valley with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings. 

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has 'bigger' plans.

We strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own  recommendations and those only recently established in 
the 2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. 
Once crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

Organisation
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It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built.

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. As long as local residents (and 
other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-jam this feeds into, there must 
not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be completed before any new 
development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents. 

General & Strategic points

We would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

he allocation of B1,2 &8 is unclear, This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
themselves.

Change To Policy:

Contain all development below the ridgeline (West of Long Lane) as in the existing plans. Ensure no visual impact and no light pollution. Define the Town’s boundary 
and retain the AGLV designation or provide robust alternatives to prevent urban sprawl. Provide more detail on the type of employment that is viable within this site 
given the roads and its proximity to housing and the open countryside. Provide details of scheduling with other road developments e.g. SDLR and access to this.  
Perform an appropriate traffic flow analysis once all the new roads are built to see if any expansion is viable.

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21157 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The addition of further traffic both industrial and residential into the Shaldon and St Marychurch road system, even with the completion of the Kingkerswell bypass 
and upgrade of the Penn Inn roundabout. Will provide further congestion to an already overburdened area.  Existing playing fields are to be allocated for the road 
whilst a new playing field is placed on land which is over the ridge line into the Haccombe Valley, while a playing field is a green area, if completed to a high standard, 
it will have lighting which will impact on this valley at night, even though it is close to Newton Abbot and Torbay to the south, the light levels are very low at the 
moment, this provides a good night view of the sky. Has a survey been done of the current night light levels in the Haccombe Valley? The outstanding nature of the 
Haccombe valley will be impacted by the establishment of 100 homes which will come over the ridge line and be visible. The establishment of areas both homes and 
recreational that breaks the ridge line will provide a principle for future development into the Haccombe valley. In this case the provision of 100 homes in an area of 
such natural beauty primarily to provide funding for the road linking Shaldon Road and the St Marychurch Road needs to be re-visited

Change To Policy:

I would suggest that the Haccombe Valley is offered stronger protection for the future, with Teignbridge applying for Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty status for 
this area. The current plan shoud be re-visited such that the housing could be placed on the playing fields allocated to the West of Long Lane, the displaced playing 
fields to be placed on the original housing site. This would place all the playing fields by the proposed clubhouse, therefore there would not be a safety issue with 
participants having to cross the road to reach the clubhouse.Paricularly at game starts and endings you could have fourty to fifty participants from two pitches plus 
spectators all trying to cross Long Lane which is the primary access and exit to the new and existing industrial areas.If Teignbridge will provide proper protections and 
recognition of the natural beauty of the Haccombe Valley, plus respect given to the flood lighting of any pitches this suggestion could provide a way forward.

Individual

Consultee ID: 21164 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21196 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Newton Abbot Community Interest CompanyConsultee ID: 21198 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21200 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The premise that employment will be forthcoming by the the expansion of Centrax site has yet to be proved and to suggest that a new road is the only stumbling 
block is disingenuous. The Community infrastructure levey and new homes bonus will be insufficient to build a road through and provide walking and cycle ways. The 
housing proposed will be landlocked, and stick out like a sore thumb being able to be seen from Dartmoor to Dawlish. The document suggest 8 hectares for 
development 5.5 have provisional agreement, this by deduction suggests 2.5 hectares to be given to B8 use as B1 and B2 has been assigned to Centrax. The impact of 
the road infrastructure will be devastating. Further designation of playing fields is unwarranted, Long Lane is under utilised. No mention of community growing or 
allotments. The key principles of the Green Infrastructure Plan have been ignored in this proposal.

Change To Policy:

Limited housing is possible with sensitivity and local consultation -

Individual

Consultee ID: 21202 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

we should not be building on the estuary. Buckland cannot handle anymore housing without infrastructure improvements. The estate is becoming clogged during rush 
hours as it is. The Cirl Buntings are more important that a few houses in an envirnmentally sensitive area

Change To Policy:

Scrap all proposed housing increase in Buckland.

Individual

Consultee ID: 21215 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Yes

Change To Policy:

concerns that wooded areas and footpaths in that area will be eroded and the iron age hill fort site at Milber will be not safeguarded and not be affected by the 
changes outlined in NA4.  Hope that any residential sites will have tree frontage to blend into the environment.

Individual

Consultee ID: 21223 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Individual
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Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21226 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

We support the considerations voiced by the inhabitants of the Haccombe Valley regarding the unexpected proposal to build on and over the ridge at Milber. As 
residents of Combeinteignhead we are specifically concerned regarding the impact of development upon the wider landscape of the southern side of the Teign Valley. 
Firstly the loss of any hedges and trees will undoubtedly create greater potential for flooding in this vulnerable area - during winter months many areas receive little 
sunshine to alleviate the impact of heavy rainfall.  Secondly we are concerned regarding the unavoidable increase in traffic. We already experience a build up from 
both Shaldon Road and from St Marychurch Road when approaching the Penn Roundabout.

Change To Policy:

We understand the need for growth and development but believe that more imaginative plans for housing should be set within existing town and city centres and 
that every effort should be made to reduce the increase in traffic and the potential large scale erosion of historic and rural landscape.

Individual

Consultee ID: 21229 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development As local residents lucky enough to live in such a historic and unusual area, we feel forced to respond to the above proposals 
which, if implemented as drafted, will significantly devalue a unique Devon valley which has remained unchanged for several hundred years.  The proposal to build on 
a ridgeline, in a site which ignores the pre-existing Milber / Haccombe boundary (Long Lane), will spoil the view of rolling Devon hills for which so many people 
specifically visit the valley. Urban development really has no place within the Haccombe area in an area designated of Great Landscape Value. I would also stress its 
particular History Value – due in no small way to the fact that the contents, land use and visual impact of the area has changed little since Cromwell’s time. This 
important area must be respected – and building on the skyline – which is specifically excluded in other areas described in the LDF – is something to which we strongly 
object. If Newton Abbot is allowed to expand into the surrounding countryside seemingly unchecked, and once the historic boundaries of the Haccombe Valley have 
been breached, I see no way of resisting unimpeded and insidious development of the whole area.     Increased Vehicle Traffic We regularly travel from Lower 
Netherton to Torquay or Newton Abbot in the morning and are increasingly appalled at the traffic volumes. A wait of twenty minutes to cover the quarter mile from 
Twickenham Road to the St Marychurch Road traffic lights is common, while traffic in the other direction, largely comprising Centrax employees, adds to the general 
chaos. Any increase in the volume of traffic will worsen the problem to the point where the road becomes unusable or unsafe. The steep slope from Queensway up 
Shaldon Road becomes extremely slippery when wet and I have on many occasions witnessed heavy lorries being unable to obtain any grip and slipping back in a 
cloud of smoking tyres. Even if it were possible to widen the road – I am sure it is impossible to flatten the slope.      Summary We are local residents who fully 
appreciate the need to provide affordable housing, but feel that the location chosen is inappropriate for two main reasons. Firstly it ignores the status of the 
Haccombe area as an area of particular historic, landscape and architectural importance, and is at odds with the stated environmental protection policies embodied in 
other parts of the LDF. Secondly the traffic situation requires much more careful evaluation, and should be considered in conjunction with the proposed SDLR.  Many 
thanks for taking our comments into consideration
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Change To Policy:

Move area of development to other side of Long Lane where there will be no skyline impact  Reconsider Traffic situation with focussed surveys after contruction of 
SDLR

Consultee ID: 21235 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21252 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Venture CourtConsultee ID: 21313 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 21260 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21268 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Main concerns are around the area of Long lane. The proposal here has houses on the ridge and a new road both of which will he highly visible from a wide area of 
very rural countryside which forms the setting to the historic buildings within the valley. The urbanization will also be highly visible from more distant views such as 
the estuary, Bishopsteignton, the beacon etc. bringing Newton abbot much closer than present. It would erode the high quality countryside visually and introduce 
increased light pollution especially the infrastructure necessary for new road. The negative impact will be disproportionate to the benefits. The retention of the trees 
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in other areas of proposal is essential to mitigate any negative impact.  It has been sugeested that the new road would improve the experience of the cyclist. As a 
cyclist this is simply not true. There are no pressures of other traffic on long lane at present. This would no longer be the case should the development go ahead.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21279 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

as per previous

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21283 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21318 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

1. I am concerned that there is a proposal to allocate land for housing on the South Eastern side of Long lane visible on the Haccombe valley ridge line.  I am also 
concerned about the absence of any Green Infrastructure preventing later urban expansion of Newton Abbot into the Haccombe valley.   Haccombe is a rural area of 
Great Landscape Value, with an English Heritage Church (St. Blaise) and several listed buildings. The valley is valued by people living in the urban environment of 
Newton Abbot because it is completely rural and so easily accessible for leisure walking, cycling and horse riding. Urbanisation of the Haccombe valley will degrade its 
rural character and cause people to use their cars for a longer journey to access untouched countryside. 2. It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a 
result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land.  The proposed new road will feed into two notorious local bottle-necks, and will only exacerbate the 
daily rush hour congestion on the roads feeding down to the Penn-Inn roundabout. It also has the potential to become another rat-run between St Mary Church Rd 
and the Shaldon Rd.  This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane.

Change To Policy:

Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, and it needs to be protected as such.  Once crossed the value of Haccombe to the Newton Abbot 
community will be open to ongoing erosion in the form of ongoing urban expansion. I note that ridgelines have been excluded from development in other locations 
which do not have the historic status that the Haccombe valley. I strongly believe that the council must redefine the proposal to come into line with its own 
recommendations and those only recently established in the 2008 ruling on permitted development in this location.  Any further housing needs to be contained on 
the Newton Abbot side of the Long Lane, and any new/improved access should not be extended to form a link between the Shaldon and. St Marychurch roads. 
Choosing a housing site nearer to the Centrax end of the area would also minimise the length and cost of access required. The area on the Haccombe side of the Long 
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Lane needs to be firmly established as a green buffer between urban and rural environments to safeguard this area for the enjoyment of future generations.

Consultee ID: 21319 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

1. I am concerned that there is a proposal to allocate land for housing on the South Eastern side of Long lane visible on the Haccombe valley ridge line.  I am also 
concerned about the absence of any Green Infrastructure preventing later urban expansion of Newton Abbot into the Haccombe valley.   Haccombe is a rural area of 
Great Landscape Value, with an English Heritage Church (St. Blaise) and several listed buildings. The valley is valued by people living in the urban environment of 
Newton Abbot because it is completely rural and so easily accessible for leisure walking, cycling and horse riding. Urbanisation of the Haccombe valley will degrade its 
rural character and cause people to use their cars for a longer journey to access untouched countryside. 2. It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a 
result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land.  The proposed new road will feed into two notorious local bottle-necks, and will only exacerbate the 
daily rush hour congestion on the roads feeding down to the Penn-Inn roundabout. It also has the potential to become another rat-run between St Mary Church Rd 
and the Shaldon Rd.  This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane.

Change To Policy:

Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, and it needs to be protected as such.  Once crossed the value of Haccombe to the Newton Abbot 
community will be open to ongoing erosion in the form of ongoing urban expansion. I note that ridgelines have been excluded from development in other locations 
which do not have the historic status that the Haccombe valley. I strongly believe that the council must redefine the proposal to come into line with its own 
recommendations and those only recently established in the 2008 ruling on permitted development in this location.  Any further housing needs to be contained on 
the Newton Abbot side of the Long Lane, and any new/improved access should not be extended to form a link between the Shaldon and. St Marychurch roads. 
Choosing a housing site nearer to the Centrax end of the area would also minimise the length and cost of access required. The area on the Haccombe side of the Long 
Lane needs to be firmly established as a green buffer between urban and rural environments to safeguard this area for the enjoyment of future generations.

Individual

Consultee ID: 21320 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

1. I am concerned that there is a proposal to allocate land for housing on the South Eastern side of Long lane visible on the Haccombe valley ridge line.  I am also 
concerned about the absence of any Green Infrastructure preventing later urban expansion of Newton Abbot into the Haccombe valley.   Haccombe is a rural area of 
Great Landscape Value, with an English Heritage Church (St. Blaise) and several listed buildings. The valley is valued by people living in the urban environment of 
Newton Abbot because it is completely rural and so easily accessible for leisure walking, cycling and horse riding. Urbanisation of the Haccombe valley will degrade its 
rural character and cause people to use their cars for a longer journey to access untouched countryside. 2. It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a 
result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land.  The proposed new road will feed into two notorious local bottle-necks, and will only exacerbate the 
daily rush hour congestion on the roads feeding down to the Penn-Inn roundabout. It also has the potential to become another rat-run between St Mary Church Rd 
and the Shaldon Rd.  This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane.

Change To Policy:

Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, and it needs to be protected as such.  Once crossed the value of Haccombe to the Newton Abbot 
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community will be open to ongoing erosion in the form of ongoing urban expansion. I note that ridgelines have been excluded from development in other locations 
which do not have the historic status that the Haccombe valley. I strongly believe that the council must redefine the proposal to come into line with its own 
recommendations and those only recently established in the 2008 ruling on permitted development in this location.  Any further housing needs to be contained on 
the Newton Abbot side of the Long Lane, and any new/improved access should not be extended to form a link between the Shaldon and. St Marychurch roads. 
Choosing a housing site nearer to the Centrax end of the area would also minimise the length and cost of access required. The area on the Haccombe side of the Long 
Lane needs to be firmly established as a green buffer between urban and rural environments to safeguard this area for the enjoyment of future generations.

Devon County Council (Strategic Planning)Consultee ID: 21406 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Specific matters regarding this policy are grouped into subject areas below:

TRANSPORT
Point F identifies a road between Haccombe Path and Shaldon Road. This is not considered to be achievable and would sterilise some potential employment land. A 
link between Haccombe Path and St Marychurch Road, as shown on the plan, is considered necessary to serve the development area. Some additional impact from 
development on Haccombe Path may be
acceptable and is being further investigated.

HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT
The text should mention the Iron Age hillfort that is protected as a Scheduled Monument at Milber and the map on page 79 amended to show the extent of the 
Scheduled Monument. The development of the southern part of the area could have an impact upon the setting of the monument and buried archaeological material. 
The access road should be relocated away
from the Scheduled Monument and several archaeological sites that could be associated with the hillfort.

The impact on the setting of the monument by the creation of the ‘improved sports pitches’ will need to be considered and could depend on the construction 
techniques used.

Housing to the west of Long Lane may have a direct impact on the setting of the monument. Consideration could be made for this to be relocated into the northern 
part of the development area.

The northern part of this area, shown as land for ‘new employment opportunities’ and ‘improved sports pitches’ lie in areas of archaeological potential. Long Lane 
itself is thought to be of some antiquity and may reflect the line of the Roman road. The archaeological impact of the development of this northern part of the area 
could be dealt with through an appropriate
programme of archaeological work to preserve by record any archaeological remains that are affected by development here.

Change To Policy:

Organisation
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Consultee ID: 21420 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I would like to express my deep concerns about the irreversible damage that Plan Teignbridge will have on the countryside, the countryside that this council should be 
protecting, for this, and future generations. Holiday makers bring much needed revenue to this area to see open spaces, not housing estates.

My biggest concerns are for the 100 houses suggested for the Milber area, which will come into, and overlook  the ancient and historic valley of Haccombe. The 
development of this site is not justifiable, it is totally inappropriate, and it is unrealistic to suggest that this level of development can possible be sustainable. 
Teignbridge District Council (TDC) are clearly  promoting economic growth at any cost, rather than development that is truly sustainable. This development would 
overshadow and swamp this tiny hamlet.

In 2009 Teignbridge gave full backing to this parish in blocking the siting of 15 units at Teign View Barn, Shaldon Road. Two of the many aspects TOC rightly raised 
were the impact that it would have on an area designated an Area of Great Landscape Value (AGLV), and that the development was large scale in a small hamlet. TOC 
are now irresponsibly saying it is in order to build 100 houses just a few hundred yards away!! 

TDC are stating that AGLV'S can now be put aside when considering planning, this is misleading and incorrect as can be seen in the letter from the Rt Hon Greg Clark 
MP to Anne Marie Morris MP which I enclose. 

Despite fierce local objection, TDC allowed the application by Centrax for industrial units and a new road to serve the units, plus, a new roundabout in the most 
dangerous place imaginable on the Shaldon road. The increase of traffic from that site alone will be too large for the narrow roads surrounding it. Has anyone in TDC 
worked out where the massive flow of traffic will go should 100 houses be built?!? There are only three places the traffic can go. 1 onto the Shaldon road and use the 
narrow lanes through Netherton and other villages. 2 onto the already congested, and narrow St. Marychurch road, or 3, down the narrow hill to the notorious Penn 
Inn roundabout. The new link road is designed to alleviate the traffic problems in this area, this proposal, should it go ahead, will cause gridlock the likes of which this 
area has never seen. The surrounding infrastructure is simply not wide enough to cope. It is worthy of note that on the back of the Core Strategy Preferred Options
leaflet it states To help fund the road ----- it is proposed to allocate 100 new homes. What an insult to the parishioners, this is saying we will ruin your parish by 
building 100 new homes to fund a road that you didn't want in the first place. This is simply a case of this council cosying up to the whims of Centrax. Centrax wanted 
the road, let Centrax pay for it.

If TDC allow 100 homes to be built on this hill top site it will open the door to every unscrupulous developer to cover our area in concrete. 

In conclusion, the proposed development will have an adverse effect on the character and appearance of the
countryside, which is designated an AGLV.

There is a clear and immediate transition between the built up area of Newton Abbot and the countryside, this development will encroach into the countryside and 
largely destroy an AGLV.

From the proposed site there are panoramic views to the adjoining countryside, to the valley of the river Teign, to Dartmoor and to the Haldon Hills, and as such the 
development will be seen from these, and other points. The site is part of the countryside and not an extension to the built up area of Newton Abbot, and as such the 
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development of this prominent hilltop site would cause significant and irreversible harm to this very attractive landscape.

In consideration of planning PPS7 (paragraph 39) advises planning authorities to weigh carefully the objectives of providing adequate facilities and sites with the need 
to protect landscapes and to ensure that new sites are not prominent.

PPS4 which largely supersedes PPS7 states in EC6 that local Planning Authorities should ensure that the countryside is protected for the sake of it's intrinsic character 
and beauty, the diversity of it's landscape, heritage and wildlife, the wealth of it's natural beauty and resources and to ensure it may be enjoyed by all.

SP Policies CO1 and C04 and LP Policy ENV1 all seek to protect the character and quality of the landscape, in particular in an AGLV which the Rt Hon Greg Clark says 
should be retained. 

The proposed development of this site will cause widespread Hooding to the low lying areas.

I will finally quote an extract from a letter written by the Prime Minister to The National Trust, he states Poorly designed and poorly located development is in no ones 
interest, he continues, that he wholeheartedly agreed that policymakers have an enormous responsibility to our environment and the countryside. It is hard to 
envisage a more poorly located site for development. The surrounding infrastructure simply is not adequate nor fit for purpose.

This development must not go ahead, and I urge TOC to reconsider it's proposal and take heed of localism and the very deep resentment towards this council that 
local people now have due to these ill conceived and unworkable ideas.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21429 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

My father has shown me parts of your Core Strategy Plan and I am quite horrified by it's content. Even with my near zero understanding of planning I can see that 
little thought has been put into it, and quite frankly I am struggling to come to terms with the fact that an adult has proposed it.

I refer mainly to the suggestion that 100 houses should be built on Long Lane overlooking Haccombe and Netherton. I am 16 years of age and still in full time 
education and as such I must be considered as the next generation of home buyers. I was born in Netherton and one day would love to purchase a home here, but the 
council must put the beauty of the local landscape and it's wildlife before people like me. Once you destroy the countryside it is gone forever. Not for just a short 
time, but forever.

My father, his mother and his mothers mother have enjoyed the open spaces of this area for many years, I want to enjoy them as well, and if I have children, I want 
them to enjoy them also. We do not own this area, we are custodians, and we have an obligation to preserve what we have for generations that will follow.

When we leave Netherton on a morning to go to my school in Exeter it can take up to 25 minutes to travel from the entrance to Twickenham road down the Shaldon 
hill to the Penn Inn roundabout, have you considered the total chaos that vehicles from an additional 100 houses will cause?
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I am not being rude, but this proposal must have been put together either by a trainee or by someone outside of the area, it makes no sense whatsoever. I truly 
believe that members of my upper 5th year at school could have provided a more sensible document.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21433 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

We are very strongly opposed to the above development ever being delivered. Please find listed below the main reasons why we think this development should not 
go ahead.

I. The development will be seen from as far away as Dartmoor as some of the buildings will be on the ridge of the hill. The light pollution will be horrendous.

2. The historical lanes in the area have been used by walkers, horse riders and cyclists for generations.. How can you destroy something which has not been changed 
for years. Trees will be felled, the wildlife will go as will all the wild plants.

3. Where will all the potential water run-off go - into Netherton!! 

4. We have enough of a traffic problem now, we all know about Penn Inn!! What will it be like if this is allowed to go ahead, even if the proposed by-pass goes ahead.

5. The lovely valley in which Haccombe lies will be completely destroyed.

6. The proposed new road at Haccombe Path/Milber Trading Estate and Shaldon Road, we understand, is partly privately owned, how can the general public use it?

We sincerely trust that you will put a stop to this idea before it goes any further.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21461 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

I am heartbroken to see that Teignbridge are proposing to develop 100 houses on the hilltop site overlooking Haccombe. I was born at Milber 81 years ago and have 
spent my entire life here. The thought of this development has reduced me to tears. How can you do such a devastating thing to this beautiful area? I still regularly 
walk along Long Lane and the thought
of the habitat of so many animals, bats and birds being destroyed has left me depressed. You are cruel and heartless people.
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When I was a girl I drank from the countless springs in this area, I don't expect you have even considered the ancient springs and what will happen to them.

At my age I do not drive, but over the years on my many walks to Long Lane, I have seen a huge increase in the volume of cars in the area and the speed of them on 
the narrow lanes, the increase in traffic that these houses will generate is enormous.

This council is an arrogant council, I followed the fight that residence put up when you allowed Centrax to build an industrial park, you never listened then, and you 
won't listen now. This development will go ahead and when you see the devastation that you heap on the local community, when you see the chaos that you cause in 
the narrow lanes, you should hang your heads in shame

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21466 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

I am writing to express my concerns at your plans to develop a housing estate on the NA4 Milber site. I have walked around the site and feel the proposal of putting 
one hundred houses in the field next to the barn is flawed with problems for both the Haccombe valley and also the residents of the housing estates on Milber itself. 
Putting houses in an area of countryside is denying the local residents the ability to use this area for recreational use. People already use this area to cycle with their 
children, walk their dogs, run with clubs or on their own knowing they are safe to do so and will not be hit by cars rushing through. This will not be the case once the 
new road links into the St Marychurch road, as the already congested traffic will use the road as a rat run to get into Torquay. I do not feel that by putting an 
additional recreational field here as compensation for the loss will be an adequate replacement.

Whilst I accept that people need housing and that Centrax workers may need homes, I do not accept that if houses are built here they will be used for workers of 
Centrax. The end of shifts at Centrax already heralds a traffic jam going down to Penn Inn roundabout, one which can be sat in for up to three quarters of an hour, 
moving more residents into the area will cause greater congestion and frustration for the people who already live here. Not only will you take away the area already 
used for recreation but you will make life more difficult with the extra traffic this will incur. 

Haccombe valley will be greatly affected by this development, at present it is a haven for wildlife, including barns owls, several species of bats, including the rarer 
ones, cirl buntings are seen in the gardens here, coming to feed off the feeders, I believe that putting a housing estate on the ridge will pollute the valley with 
unnatural light and therefore affect the haven that the wildlife at present has. 

The house and barns at Haccombe are all listed to protect the Haccombe estate which has historic value as an exemplar of Victorian farming and also the historic 
value of the old Haccombe estate, the 13th century church with the tomb of the crusader is a draw for many tourists. Imagine the impact on the value of this estate if 
you can see a lot of modern houses on the ridge overlooking it all, it will detract from the historical feel for those coming to visit. Long Lane is the historic boundary 
for the old Haccombe estate and therefore should be respected as such.

The proposed housing is being put on a ridge line, Haccombe valley has housing in the basin and this can naturally become very wet in periods of heavy rainfall and 
there has been previously flooding here in the barns, developing a field which has some ability to soak away moisture and replacing it with concrete and tarmac will 
mean that the water will pour down into Haccombe and also down into Milber, these residents also find their gardens getting boggy in bad weather and therefore this
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development will possibly promote flooding on both sides of the ridge.

I find it hard to believe that as a town we are not protecting our heritage, Newton Abbot is a market town, one in which my great grandfather was born and lived and 
we are beginning with the pressure of government to develop beyond all recognition. Just because places like Torquay and Exeter have used all their available land for 
development I feel they are pressurizing smaller communities to take up the overflow, which will in turn destroy these smaller communities and turn villages and 
market towns into extensions of the cities and the loss of community continues. I cannot believe that our
own council is selling us out, they should be protecting our community, our wildlife, our history and our heritage by designating areas which will under no 
circumstances be developed upon. We are being failed in this and Newton Abbot is up in arms with all the battering it is receiving from the constant expansion. It has 
to have a stop point.
 
I feel that the risk of further congestion, loss of countryside, loss of more flexible recreational areas, effects on local wildlife, risks of flooding, impact on heritage sites 
and importance of our local communities should prevent you from making decisions to turn what you obviously just see as a field into more development. As you can 
see to those who live here it will have a much greater impact than the benefit that the few will receive from moving in and I feel that those residents will also
become frustrated after a short while because the road infra-structure is already struggling under the pressure and will therefore cause frustration and annoyance to 
all of us.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21470 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

We accept the need for increased housing and industry in the Newton Abbot area, both to meet a rising population and to enhance the financial & commercial 
success of the area, but we object to the proposals to develop the site alongside Long Lane at the upper west end of Haccombe Valley for 2 key reasons.

1) Location of proposed development 

We are surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridge. This ridge is adjacent to Haccombe Valley which has been designated as an area of Great 
Landscape Value. This same LDF has excluded ridgelines for development in a number of other locations, despite these locations having neither the landscape value 
nor the historic interest of Haccombe valley. 

Furthermore, the council's own recommendations in 2008 (following the appeal into further development of the Centrax site) stated that no development should 
occur beyond the hedge on the eastern side of long Lane. Yet the new plans in the Core Strategy clearly show development on the eastern side of this hedge line, and 
of Long Lane, in contradiction of the 2008 statement.

In addition, the eastern side of Long Lane has the steeper contours and the inevitable excess of surface water  from any man made development would inevitably 
have to drain into Haccombe Valley - unacceptable as  the Valley and properties within it (including Haccombe Barns) have already suffered with flooding at times of 
heavy rainfall in the last 20years.
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Finally, other areas have benefited from the council applying a new Green Infrastructure (with 'protected breaks') to prevent further expansion of Newton Abbot into 
protected countryside - yet this has not the case for Haccombe Valley, despite its plethora of listed buildings, an English-Heritage-Listed 13th Century Church, and its 
status as an area of 'Great Landscape Value'.

2) Traffic issues

The proposed development will result in an increase in local traffic, and eastbound this will converge at an already well-established 'pinch point' at Penn Inn 
roundabout. There is already a 20 minute tailback of traffic from Penn Inn roundabout backed up to the outflow roads from Milber estate on weekday mornings - this 
will worsen with the NA4 proposals. The proposed road linking the 5haldon Rd with the 5t Marychurch Rd, to serve the new development, will have dangerous 
consequences at its junctions with these roads. Traffic along 5t Marychurch Rd, a narrow and undulating 'rat run', frequently
exceeds 50mph, and the visibility when pulling out from the new feeder road onto St Marychurch Rd will be poor.

The exceptionally steep hill on the 5haldon Road adjacent to Penn Inn Roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles - local residents have witnessed such 
vehicles slipping when the roads are wet and icy. An increase in larger vehicles will inevitably increase the dangers. It is remarkable that one of the steepest hills in the 
area which feeds onto one of the busiest roundabouts is set to receive an increase in larger vehicles - an accident waiting to happen?

If no scheme is established to reduce traffic, the proposed new road through the development will in itself become a further 'rat run', destroying the exceptional 
walking & cycling route that Long Lane currently provides.

We therefore disagree with the proposals to develop the Long Lane area, particularly to the east of Long Lane, and suggest that the council re-examine its priorities 
and its possible development sites.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21477 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

We wish to object to the above proposal based on the following

• Increased volumes of traffic
• Light pollution
• Possible future urban sprawl
• Inadequate road network
• Historic buildings in Haccombe valley should be protected and not spoiled by such development
• Impact on present sky line in an area of great landscape value

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21487 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

We were extremely concerned that, after our opposition to previous planning applications for this area, we were not advised by the Council of the latest proposals. It 
would appear to us that the Council had no wish to widely publish the proposals in order to keep any objections to a minimum. 

Our specific objections to the proposals are as follows:-

1. Having previously complained that the industrial units in Centrax's application will cause greater traffic problems than currently exist, the introduction of a 100 unit 
housing development will make the situation even worse. Your officer, at the Haccombe with Combe Parish Council meeting of231u February, stated that the housing 
development had been proposed, in part, to subsidize the building of the road between St. Marychurch/Shaldon roads. Why should this parish suffer to satisfy the 
designs of Centrax?  Should this road be built as suggested it will no doubt become a 'rat run' between the St.  Marychurch/Shaldon roads with all the inherent 
dangers at the junctions at either end.

2. The proposed housing development on Long Lane is on the ridge of an area of outstanding natural beauty and we have no doubt that the development will be 
extended in the future further ruining the beauty of Haccombe valley.

3. Your officer further claimed that the proposed road would improve facilities for walkers and cyclists. This is nonsense, currently Long Road is perfect for such 
activity and is well used, the proposed road with the traffic problems will make such activity less than safe. 

4. We can find no details, in current plan, of car parking area(s). In the original Centrax plan a car park was proposed adjacent to their industrial development in the 
current sports field. We objected to this as we have already experienced anti-social behaviour from youths in the sports field and ready parking would make this 
worse. If parking is necessary it should be further away from existing housing on the other side of Long Lane.

We could go on with further objections but the above are our main concerns. It would appear to us that this whole proposal is flawed, the housing is not needed, 
especially as dormitory housing for Exeter, the road is undesirable from a safety point of view and the desecration of beautiful countryside a tragedy.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21488 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

We are writing as we have the strongest reservations about the proposals in our locality. We fully understand the desire to improve employment opportunities, but 
this must be balanced against the tourist perceptions of a declared area of outstanding natural beauty in a ( supposed) coastal preservation area.

To detail it will cause traffic problems on two already overloaded roads, and cause even greater delays for the filter traffic from Torbay on the Mary Church road. The 
proposed building of 100 houses at the end of Long Lane will cause noise pollution
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and skyline visibility and place even more stress and strain on local services. The conception of a roundabout opposite the bridle path at the top of the hill adjacent to 
Centrax passes belief.

We trust our serious objections will be taken into consideration when the proposals are debated,

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21490 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I wish to object in the strongest possible terms to your proposal to allow land along Long Lane, which is open countryside, to be used to build 100 houses. 

Living in Torquay, we are not lucky enough to have the type of countryside and green fields that are available to you. I have spent many hours walking and horse 
riding along Long Lane enjoying the unrivalled views  across the rolling countryside into the Haccombe Valley. Putting a housing estate in this position is quite frankly 
madness, where will the traffic go? One hundred homes have the potential for 200 plus cars, the surrounding roads are already at breaking point, if this development 
goes ahead the roads will be at a total standstill. 

Come to your senses Teignbridge and put common sense first instead of Government targets.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21491 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

I was approached whilst in Newton Abbot on Saturday by people with placards objecting to the planned massive building programme. On returning to my home, I 
read the leaflet and was filled with dismay, thank goodness I live in the South Hams where the council appreciate the beauty of their environment and the countryside 
that is enjoyed by all.

I was particularly dismayed at your proposal to build 100 homes overlooking the quite  magnificent valley of Haccombe. Have you taken leave of your senses? This 
valley must be one of the most picturesque in Devon. It is steeped in history, has possibly the oldest church in Devon and the land was given to Stephen de Haccombe 
by no less that William the Conqueror. You now plan to build on it??? The person who has proposed this should never be allowed to handle planning again.

I run a small guest house in Totnes and I tell my guests that if they want to see 'true' Devon go to the Haccombe valley. If your proposal goes ahead what will they 
see? Not the rolling hills, but housing estates. All of my guests have remarked on the unique beauty of this area, but they also remark on how congested the 
surrounding lanes are, it beggars belief that not
one person in your department has stopped to think of the total congestion this development will cause in the narrow lanes surrounding the site. The proposed new 
road will have little effect on the congestion, it will simply clog up and be used as a rat run.
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Living some ten miles away from the proposed site this is not a case of 'nimbyism', but a cause of great concern about your stupidity, your seeming contempt of the 
countryside and the utter destruction of this hilltop site and the valley below. I urge Teignbridge Council to heed what many of your local people must be saying and 
scrap this ridiculous proposal before it is
too late, there are more important things than economic growth.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21492 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I wish to object in the strongest possible terms to the proposal to build 100 houses on Long Lane, which I should point out is an owned and private lane. This lane is 
used predominantly by horse riders and walkers to access the many bridle ways and ancient footpaths that criss cross this well known and beautiful area, an area 
designated as an Area Of Great Landscape Value (AGLV), and a coastal preservation area.

The proposed development is in a prominent hill top position, and as such can be viewed from many miles away. It can be seen from as far away as Dartmoor, and in 
the opposite direction, the Haldon Hills. 

The Parish of Haccombe with Combe is an ancient parish with many listed buildings, a development of new houses, with the possibility of many houses fitting solar 
panels will be totally incongruous with the surrounding countryside. 

At the moment the proposed site is totally dark at night and as such a haven for bats, plus all manner of wildlife and birds, including the endangered Curl Bunting, One 
hundred homes would completely lighten this area at night, it would be seen as a huge block of light and wipe out the bat's habitat at a stroke. This block of light  
would be visible for many miles and completely swamp the valley below.

The Core Strategy Plan states that 'new improved off-road walking and cycling routes will be provided'.  There are adequate off-road walking sites in our area now, 
that are enjoyed by many walkers, how can traffic from 100 homes, plus commercial vehicles, plus 40 ton lorries accessing a new and existing industrial estate 
improve what we already have! This development will actually endanger walkers and they will leave our area.

Have Teignbridge paid any attention to the lay of the land? At the moment surface water from the fields run down the hill and on to number 12 bridleway known as 
Waterwell Lane. If the fields are covered in concrete the surface water will undoubtedly flood low lying areas. It should also be noted that the area is abundant with 
underground springs, and furthermore there is no mains drainage nor mains sewers in that area. 

The traffic that the proposed development will generate will be massive. The surrounding lanes, including Shaldon Road and St. Marychurch road are already at 
breaking point. The proposed road will do nothing to help the situation it can only  aggravate the problems that locals experience now, it will become a rat run and 
won't help the accident rate on the St Marychurch Road.

It is worthy of note that from Teignbridge's own statements it is recognised that each household has numerous car movements per day. I stood at the proposed new 
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road entrance at the St Marychurch end on Saturday the 18th February between 10.15 am and 10. 30 am and counted 146 cars in a little under 15 minutes. The 
additional traffic from 100 houses, plus industrial sites, plus other users and cars accessing playing pitches will be simply too great for this area and it's infrastructure. 
It is also worthy of note that this particular entrance joins the St Marychurch Road at a spot where there are no speed restrictions.

This site is wrong in every aspect. It is not justified, it is in an inappropriate location and it will not be effective nor sustainable.

I was born into this parish in 1939 and remained here all my life, it is the councils responsibility to allow generations that follow me to enjoy the same countryside 
that I have in my lifetime. 

This Parish and it's Combe's are steeped in history they are visited by many tourists who bring revenue to our area, and as such should not be ruined by this uncalled 
for and huge development, and I urge the council to abandon this proposal.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21496 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I write to comment on that part of the Core strategy Plan which covers the proposed developments in the Milber area contained within our parish.

Overall I am writing to object to the "Milber" area proposals as currently presented by your planning officer, Mr. Neil Blaney. Clearly, whatever reservations I may 
hold about the planning principles laid down for all local government planning
departments, these would be countermanded by the authority of the Government's own Planning Ministry, and so I shall therefore restrict myself to objections in 
practice rather than in principle.

I understand from (among others) our M.P. for Newton Abbot (Ms. Anne-Marie Morris), that the Government's National Planning Policy Framework directly states 
that local development plans should minimize adverse effects on the natural
environment and that the framework is designed to valued national resources such as Green Belt and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty as well as ensuring 
measures which, inter alia, protect cultural heritage and light pollution.

I believe that the proposed development of roads, industrial/office / sports facilities, (100) houses and the supporting highway infrastructure will threaten, effectively 
if not in legalistic terms, each of the above aspects, as follows:

1. The area between Shaldon (on the east) and the ridge-line where the development is proposed effectively already constitutes a green belt for the urban area of 
Newton Abbot on its south-east side.

2. This area has exceptional scenic value and thus, while not (currently) designated as an AONB, its scenic beauty (and freedom from light pollution) would be 
seriously compromised by the proposed ridge-line development which would substitute houses and factories for trees as its western and overlooking boundary, It was 
clearly grossly inappropriate to allow the siting of the Centrax-dominated factory complex close to the apex of the ridge in the first place. That mistake, while not 
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(presumably) reversible, should not now be compounded by still greater development on this most scenically-precious of sites.

3. The cultural heritage of the "Magic Triangle" between Newton Abbot, Shaldon and Torquay includes the rural quiet of the several villages contained within that 
limited but very special and precious wedge of land. If the proposed development goes ahead in anything like its current form, then the both the road from Milber to 
Shaldon and the road from Milber to St.
Marychurch will be very seriously affected. The negative effects would derive from greater of use by all forms of traffic (through the development of another effective 
"rat-run" within the area), and particularly from greater weight of use
by heavy lorries accessing the expanded industrial site (which would be particularly noxious and hazardous given the narrow and twisty nature of these two roads). 
Not only would the roads themselves (passing through villages such as Netherton and Combe-in-Teignhead) become much noisier, more congested and more 
dangerous, but the junctions at either end of the proposed development would entail considerable alteration of the local environment (e.g. because the need for 
traffic lights and / or roundabouts to manage the increased traffic flows ~ which are already problematic).

For these and a number of other reasons better expressed in detail by other members  of the community present at the meeting referred to initially, I object to this 
proposed development in the strongest possible terms. 

The Government gave as two of its three core supports for the Localism Bill: 

l. Neighbourhood Planning - a new right for communities (e.g. through a local parish council) to decide where they think new houses, businesses, etc., should be 
located (and what they should look like);

2. A requirement to consult local communities (before submitting very large planning applications) in such a way as to give local people a chance to comment when 
there is still genuine scope to make changes to proposals.

I hope that your response to the feed-back which you receive from concerned residents such as myself will adequately reflect the delivery of these promises within 
the Bill, and I look forward to hearing from you at the earliest possible opportunity.

Change To Policy:

Sally's Devon Dog CareConsultee ID: 21497 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I wish to object to the ill thought out proposal to build 100 houses along Long Lane in the Parish of Haccombe with Combe. It is hard to imagine a more impractical 
and inappropriate site. It is within an area designated as an Area of Great Landscape Value and within the Coastal Preservation Area. It is in the middle of prime 
countryside, and as yet, totally unspoilt by development. It is in an area of high concentration of wildlife and birds of all descriptions, including species of birds on the 
RSPB's amber and endangered lists. When walking Long Lane after dusk, the dark location is a magnate for bats of every kind.

Your 'Plan Teignbridge' leaflet is filled with contradiction and must be viewed with contempt, I believe that it is written to purposely mislead the public. It states under 
the heading 'Environment', that you plan to "Maintain green space" between communities. This proposal directly conflicts with that promise. Under the heading 
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'Jobs', you promise to "Support rural villages" your proposal will forever change the villages of Netherton, Haccombe and Combeinteignhead, and I am unaware of 
anyone in our villages that require work on the proposed industrial estates.  Under the heading 'Homes' it states that you promise to make "development in the most 
suitable places". It is not possible to find a more unsuitable location. You state under the heading 'Villages and Countryside' that "development will be strictly 
managed". How can 100 homes, a large road, two industrial estates, on a hilltop, overlooking a spectacular valley, be "strictly managed"? It reads good but it clearly 
shows the total disregard that this council have for local residence, the beautiful countryside and open spaces. Under the heading 'Ordinary working families', you 
state that you will create a "safe place for children to play and safe routes to be able to walk
to school". Under any other circumstances this would be laughable. Our parish have in place one of the safest environments for families, children, walkers and horse 
riders. For years we have strived to keep our myriad of footpaths and bridleways open and free from abuse from scramble bikes and 4x4's. We are proud of our 
achievements. We even got a Traffic Prohibition Order on Hiller Lane in Netherton to make it a safe environment for families. How can development on such a 
massive scale create a safe environment? Teignbridge seem content to put aside all our hard work, our commitment, and our endeavour to preserve our area for the 
benefit of all, residence and visitors alike. In my business I walk Long Lane two or three times a day, every day, it is totally safe, and families enjoy that safety. 
Teignbridge seek to destroy it all in the name of economic growth. The most misleading sentence of all within this plan is on the back page -" Putting in place strong 
protection of the countryside". You continue, - "This is a beautiful area and Plan Teignbridge aims to keep it that way" My direct question to you is, and I would 
appreciate an answer, "how is building 100 homes, 2 industrial estates and a large road protecting the countryside"?

Planning must take into account access to facilities, and ease of access to public transport to minimises the effect on the environment and infrastructure. The only 
way that facilities and public transport can be reached from this remote location is by car, and as such the location is inappropriate, it is unrealistic and unsustainable. 
Widespread pollution from vehicles will surely be the result in an area that at present is free from such. 

The surrounding infrastructure is not suitable for the high volume of traffic that these proposals will create. The resulting traffic chaos is hard to imagine. The new 
road that is proposed, will I believe, exacerbate the situation, it will be used as a rat run and cause unparalleled danger and chaos on the already choked St. 
Marychurch road, the Shaldon road and the narrow lanes into the surrounding villages. 

Mr. Blaney suggested at our Parish Council meeting that should the development go ahead it will not be the 'thin end of the wedge'. No one, including I believe Mr 
Blaney, actually believes that statement, this massive development should it go ahead, will give unscrupulous developers the green light to put up housing estates 
anywhere, and clearly the councillors that are presently employed by Teignbridge Council will have no hesitation in allowing them whatever the cost to the villages, 
the environment and the countryside. 

With the Localism Bill becoming the Localism Act 2011 and receiving Royal Assent, councils must listen to the  communities that they serve, and this community is 
giving an unequivocal "no" to the proposals and as such Teignbridge must not adopt this unrealistic and highly damaging plan.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21501 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development
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I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline, especially one which is in, and visible from an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the first time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church, St. Blaise, and several grade 2 listed buildings.
 
Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South Eastern side of Long Lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has.
 
Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.
 
By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has bigger plans.
 
I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary ot the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed. the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.
 
Increased Vehicle Traffic
 
It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the consideration of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Road which is still to be 
built.
 
The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Road down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless and until there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume and likely increase in size of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse.
 
As long as local residents and other road users, have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Marychurch Road rat run and the Penn Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.
 
Furthermore,in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat run between St. Marychurch 
Road and the Shaldon Road. At present on some mornings in the rush hour the traffic tailsback to Foxhollows and all along Twickenham Road to the Londis store and 
beyond. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that providing a rat-run can possibly 
improve the existing tranquil lane used by local residents and visiting walkers.
 
Hopefully these points will be taken in to consideration seriously before a unique area of beautiful countryside is lost for ever.
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21502 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

We wish to voice our objection to the Milber and Buckland Barton Core Strategy, particularly the proposal to build approx 100 houses on Long Lane at Milber, this 
development will overlook Haccombe Valley, an area of great landscape value.  There will also be inevitable increase in traffic to and from the development which will 
impact on both Shaldon Road and St Marychurch road.

Consideration also needs to be given to the Historical status of Haccombe with Coombe, the Listed church of St Blaise Circa 13 century  and the Ridge line of the 
Haccombe Valley.

ln your summary leaflet "Core Strategy Preferred options for Milber and Buckland" you state the following:

The policy for Milber supports improvements to Centrax, one of the largest employers within the district, your Senior Planning Officer stated " Housing development 
was being proposed to support the transport infastructure" - in other words you want more housing to pay for a new road for Centrax, 
not in our minds a good enough reason to carve up the Haccombe valley.

You also state in the same leaflet "Newton Abbot is the heart of Teignbridge" - again your senior planning office states, "Exeter is splitting at the seams, Newton Abbot 
needs to take up the slack" Heart of Teignbridge - or overflow for Exeter , you can't have it both ways!!

At the public meeting on 23rd February 2012, your Senior planning officer informed the audience that "the core strategy plan, puts us in control"  - who is us? the 
residents of Haccombe with Coombe do not want this development, we live in a beautiful area, beloved by Painters, walkers and cyclists, we already have to queue 
for fifteen minutes to get to Penn inn, with the extra traffic 100 houses and your new employment opportunites are going to add we are looking at a substantial 
increase in that time, and suggestions that the South Devon link road are going to ease congestion, are laughable, Jetty March link road has proved that.

You also state that 8 hectares of new employment land will be created, New employment land of B1/B2 grading, Warehousing, Office blocks, distribution hubs? this in 
turn means further heavy traffic, feeding out to Penn Inn, being directed through Haccombe with Coombe, Coombeinteignhead village and  St Marychurch road,these 
roads cannot take an increase in traffic and should not be upgraded to do so.

The heart of Teignbridge is a beautiful rural landscape,  a market town, this core strategy is looking to turn us into a overflow of a city, filled with concrete, solar 
panels and car parks.

Teignbridge forward planning please reconsider these proposals - do not rip the heart out of Teignbridge.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21503 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

With reference to the above' " Plan Teignbridge 2013-2033", I am most concerned at the impact this will have on our environs- notably Coffinswell and Daccombe.  
Although not immediately affected by the TCS, the proposed housing on the  
 edge of Kingskerswell to the East and, the development of a new road ( "improvements") from the Shaldon road to access onto St Marychurch Road ( NA4-Milber), 
can only have a detrimental impact on Coffinswell and Daccombe.
 
My objections to the above are:
 
A   The proposed road onto St Marychurch Road:
 
It will be a death trap at the point of exit, emerging into very fast flowing traffic on the brow of a hill. There have already been many accidents recorded in that area 
and, last year there was  a fatality at the junction with Connybear Lane. An enlarged exit will only eat into the existing green infrastructure and could affect the ancient 
monument ( Milber Down Camp). Also, the road will inevitably encroach onto a pleasant area  on the edge of beautiful countryside. The traffic generated by the 
"improved sports pitches" ,the "upgrading of existing employment facilities" and the proposed housing will forcibly lead to a rat run through Coffinswell and 
Daccombe, which already suffer from through traffic.

In conclusion, these proposals threaten the enjoyment and leisure of the public who, at the moment take pleasure in the areas immediately surrounding them.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21539 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Re the proposal to build 100 houses on Long Lane in Milber, we want to register our disapproval of this application.
This is already an area of great landscape value which would be ruined by this proposal.
Traffic on St Marychurch Road and Shaldon Road converging on Penn Inn roundabout is regularly at saturation point and the increase in volume of traffic from the 
development of 100 homes would add a minimum of 100 cars in each direction daily as no public transport is available.
In addition noise and light pollution would be detrimental to this area.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21543 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:
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Please accept this as my objection on the following grounds

1.  The road from the site to Penn Inn is not of adequate width.
2.	  The development would take up a valuable green field site.
3.	  The Housing development is not easily accessible and would create an increase in car usage in a current traffic blackspot.
4.	  The hedgerows surrounding the fields in question are subject to a protection order.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21547 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

As a resident and councillor for Haccombe with Combe parish council I find I must object strongly to some of the proposals in the core strategy plan. My main 
concerns are on the NA4 plan are I personally went and spoke at the Centrax appeal to the planning they got for a bussiness park and at the time they were adamant 
that it was all viable so why are we now being told we need the houses to pay for the road. I know the ecomony has changed since 2008 but that should be the reason 
the development would not go ahead. How can we ever have affordable housing if the price of the house has to subsudise a road for Centrax and their commercial 
development.

Then there is also at the appeal Chris Gossop who chaired the appeal for the sec of state said as part of its consent the hedgerow and trees that border Long lane 
must be protected and act as a natural border from town to countryside. This was as recently as 2008 that this was policy not some out of date planning policy.

My other concern which applies to both NA4 & NA5 developments is that it does not matter how much you improve the Penn Inn roundabout and bypass the Shaldon 
road and St Marychurch road are not capable of taking any extra traffic particually the large lorries trying to pass each other.

These are just some of everyone's concerns as you are aware there are others but I won't try and cover them all but I can assure you it is not just a bit of Nimbyism it 
is real worries about peoples quality of life.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21561 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

I am writing to air my views on the proposed development in Milber.  I cannot believe that the Council is even thinking about building 100 houses, more industrial 
units in such an inappropriate  position.  My reasons for this are the following:

1. We were always told that skyline developments would not be considered, what has changed?  This development would be a blot on the landscape for miles around.
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2. Putting a road from Shaldon Road through to the St Marychurch Road quite frankly is madness.  I appreciate that Centrax most probably want this done, but is 
would not solve any issues.  With the proposed development there would be numerous cars, vans and lorries on what is already a heavily used road which cannot 
cope with the traffic especially in rush hour when lorries have to mount the path coming up the Shaldon Road.  How do you propose to alter that problem?  Are you 
still using the data that was taken before for the original Centrax planning?  This was taken when the St Marychurch Road was shut and therefore the volume of cars 
was reduced (not the brightest of options).  

Also the light pollution from a road along Long Lane would impact on the whole area.

It would also be put through a hedge that has a preservation order on it, or again is it only preserved today but not tomorrow?

3. I take it that the planning committee have not seen just how many industrial units are vacant at the moment, what is the point of putting more land - and a green 
field site over for industrial usage, especially as I have highlighted above the poor road access.  

4. Will the council be building more reservoirs for all the proposed planning?  We are due to be hit by a drought this year with all the building you are planning we 
would be hit on a more regular basis.
Also, have you considered the increase in sewerage?  

I am sure that you will accept my opinions, and perhaps if there are any future planning appeals we will be kept informed, as last time we were only told of the 
decision after the appeal had taken place,

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21563 Agent: Alder King

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

We welcome the allocation at Milber and are supportive of the land’s allocation for development.

In line with PPS 12, ‘Local Spatial Planning’ it is imperative that Core Strategy policies are effective; both in terms of their ability to deliver development and their 
flexibility towards change. While we strongly support the principle of development on the land, we consider that the proposed allocation as shown at key diagram 
NA4 is unviable.

We have co-ordinated this submission with the adjacent land owner, Centrax, who shares the same view on the viability of the proposed development allocation. We 
jointly consider that in order to achieve a viable land-use allocation at Milber, which will allow the retention of Centrax, the following matters should be considered by 
the Council: 
- Setting up a joint project team with the Council to understand various development options; 
- Including an element of retail development on the site; 
- Significantly increasing the amount of housing on the site (which would help to meet Newton Abbot's housing needs as well as helping to improve viability); 
- The consideration of additional land owned by our client, Mr. and Mrs Close, for development – as illustrated at Appendix A. (Full details of our clients’ land 
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ownership are described as part of the accompanying SHLAA submission). 
- Relocating the playing fields from the site; 
- Making a bid to the Regional Growth Fund for physical infrastructure works; and, 
- Re-working the planning obligations package which, in effect, would mean the removal of some obligations altogether whilst putting others back into the 
development lifecycle;

As a consequence of our discussions with Centrax and investigations, we strongly believe that there is a viable opportunity for a residential-led mixed-use sustainable 
development at Milber on a greater scale than currently envisaged.

We consider that the development allocation (NA4) should be extended to include additional land owned by Mr. and Mrs Close. We enclose a plan at Appendix B 
detailing a potential re-development of the site as a residential mixed-use allocation. This would allow for a more sustainable extension including increased 
employment and housing land, together with opportunities for playing fields/open space on land to the south of St. Marychurch Road.

We believe that a more flexible residential-led, mixed-used development allocation at NA4 would allow for a self-sufficient community, employing the use of ‘Place-
Making’ principles to include housing, recreational facilities and ancillary retail; and would allow the expansion of Centrax and retention of a major employer.

The development of the land in this location is afforded screening by existing woodland and would offer the opportunity for further tree planting / green space for 
community enjoyment.

Change To Policy:

Haccombe Barns LtdConsultee ID: 21774 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I write on behalf of Haccombe Barns Ltd, a Residents Association comprising 8 properties in a barn-conversion settlement in the middle of Haccombe Valley. As I'm 
sure you are aware, these barns are Grade 2 Listed properties which exemplify a 'model Victorian farmyard.'

While we accept the need for increased housing and industry in the Newton Abbot area, both to meet a rising population and to enhance the financial and 
commercial success of the area, I object to the proposals to develop the site alongside Long Lane at the upper west end of Haccombe Valley for 2 key reasons.

1. Location of proposed development

We are surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridge. This ridge is adjacent to Haccombe Valley which has been designated as an area of Great 
Landscape Value. This same LDF has excluded ridgelines for development in a number of other locations, despite these locations having neither the landscape value 
nor the historic interest of Haccombe valley.

Furthermore, the council's own recommendations in 2008 (following the appeal into further development of the Centrax site) stated that no development should 
occur beyond the hedge on the eastern side of Long Lane. Yet the new plans in the Core Strategy clearly show development on the eastern side of this hedge line, and 
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of Long Lane, in contradiction of the 2008 statement.

In addition, the eastern side of Long Lane has the steeper contours and the inevitable excess of surface water from any man-made development would inevitably 
have to drain into Haccombe Valley - unacceptable as the Valley and properties within it (including Haccombe Barns) have already suffered with flooding at times of 
heavy rainfall in the last 20 years.

Finally, other areas have benefited from the council applying a new Green Infrastructure (with 'protected breaks') to prevent further expansion of Newton Abbot into 
protected countryside - yet this has not the case for Haccombe Valley, despite its plethora of listed buildings, an English-Heritage-listed 13th Century Church, and its 
status as an area of 'Great Landscape Value'.

2. Traffic issues

The proposed new homes and employment will inevitably result in an increase in local traffic, and eastbound this will converge at an already well-established 'pinch-
point' at Penn Inn roundabout. There is already a 15 minute tailback of traffic from Penn Inn roundabout backed up to the outflow roads from Milber estate on 
weekday mornings - this will worsen with the NA4 proposals. The proposed road linking the Shaldon Road with the St Marychurch Road, to serve the new 
development, will have dangerous consequences at its junctions with these roads. Traffic along St Marychurch Road, a narrow and undulating 'rat run', frequently 
exceeds 50 mph, and the visibility when pulling out from the new feeder road onto St Marychurch Road will be poor.

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Road adjacent to Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles - local residents have witnessed such 
vehicles slipping when the roads are wet and icy. An increase in larger vehicles will inevitably increase the dangers. It is remarkable that one of the steepest  hills in 
the area feeds onto one of the busiest roundabouts is set to receive an increase in larger vehicles - an accident waiting to happen?

If no scheme is established to reduce traffic, the proposed new road through the development will in itself become a further 'rat run', destroying the exceptional 
walking and cycling route that Long Lane currently provides.

We therefore reject the proposals to develop the Long Lane area, particularly to the east of Long Lane, and suggest that the council re-examine its priorities and its 
possible development sites.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21775 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.
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Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 

As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.

General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
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small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
themselves.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21776 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.
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Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 

As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.

General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
themselves.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21777 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:
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Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 

As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.
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General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
themselves.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21778 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
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has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 

As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.

General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
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themselves.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21779 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 
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As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.

General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
themselves.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21780 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 
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Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 

As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.

General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.
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There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
themselves.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21781 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
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development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 

As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.

General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
themselves.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21782 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development
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I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 

As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.

General & strategic points
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I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
themselves.

Any development close to a schedule ancient monument such as Milber Camp, substantially degrades the setting and compromises any further archaeology. Milber is 
one of the most important Bronze and Iron age sites within Teignbridge.

The hedgerows of the proposed sites are valued as nesting locations for Cirl buntings. Additionally the agricultural land surrounding Haccombe provides vital foraging 
area for one of the largest colonies of Lesser Horseshoe bats in Teignbridge that are resident in Haccombe valley.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21783 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
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area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 

As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.

General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
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these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
themselves.

Any development close to a schedule ancient monument such as Milber Camp, substantially degrades the setting and compromises any further archaeology. Milber is 
one of the most important Bronze and Iron age sites within Teignbridge.

The hedgerows of the proposed sites are valued as nesting locations for Cirl buntings. Additionally the agricultural land surrounding Haccombe provides vital foraging 
area for one of the largest colonies of Lesser Horseshoe bats in Teignbridge that are resident in Haccombe valley.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21784 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.
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Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 

As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.

General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
themselves.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21785 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:
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Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 

As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.
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General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
themselves.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21786 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
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has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 

As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.

General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
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themselves.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21787 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 
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As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.

General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
themselves.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21788 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 
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Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 

As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.

General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.
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There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
themselves.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21789 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
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development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 

As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.

General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
themselves.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21790 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development
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I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 

As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.

General & strategic points
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I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
themselves.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21791 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has 'bigger' plans.
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I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 

As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.

General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
themselves.

Change To Policy:
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21792 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 

As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.
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Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.

General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
themselves.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21793 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
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area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 

As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.

General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
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these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
themselves.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21794 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

While we accept the need for increased housing and industry in the Newton Abbot area, both to meet a rising population and to enhance the financial and 
commercial success of the area, I object to the proposals to develop the site alongside Long Lane at the upper west end of Haccombe Valley for 2 key reasons.

1. Location of proposed development

We are surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridge. This ridge is adjacent to Haccombe Valley which has been designated as an area of Great 
Landscape Value. This same LDF has excluded ridgelines for development in a number of other locations, despite these locations having neither the landscape value 
nor the historic interest of Haccombe valley.

Furthermore, the council's own recommendations in 2008 (following the appeal into further development of the Centrax site) stated that no development should 
occur beyond the hedge on the eastern side of Long Lane. Yet the new plans in the Core Strategy clearly show development on the eastern side of this hedge line, and 
of Long Lane, in contradiction of the 2008 statement.

In addition, the eastern side of Long Lane has the steeper contours and the inevitable excess of surface water from any man-made development would inevitably 
have to drain into Haccombe Valley - unacceptable as the Valley and properties within it (including Haccombe Barns) have already suffered with flooding at times of 
heavy rainfall in the last 20 years.

Finally, other areas have benefited from the council applying a new Green Infrastructure (with 'protected breaks') to prevent further expansion of Newton Abbot into 
protected countryside - yet this has not the case for Haccombe Valley, despite its plethora of listed buildings, an English-Heritage-listed 13th Century Church, and its 
status as an area of 'Great Landscape Value'.

2. Traffic issues

The proposed new homes and employment will inevitably result in an increase in local traffic, and eastbound this will converge at an already well-established 'pinch-
point' at Penn Inn roundabout. There is already a 15 minute tailback of traffic from Penn Inn roundabout backed up to the outflow roads from Milber estate on 
weekday mornings - this will worsen with the NA4 proposals. The proposed road linking the Shaldon Road with the St Marychurch Road, to serve the new 
development, will have dangerous consequences at its junctions with these roads. Traffic along St Marychurch Road, a narrow and undulating 'rat run', frequently 
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exceeds 50 mph, and the visibility when pulling out from the new feeder road onto St Marychurch Road will be poor.

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Road adjacent to Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles - local residents have witnessed such 
vehicles slipping when the roads are wet and icy. An increase in larger vehicles will inevitably increase the dangers. It is remarkable that one of the steepest  hills in 
the area feeds onto one of the busiest roundabouts is set to receive an increase in larger vehicles - an accident waiting to happen?

If no scheme is established to reduce traffic, the proposed new road through the development will in itself become a further 'rat run', destroying the exceptional 
walking and cycling route that Long Lane currently provides.

We therefore reject the proposals to develop the Long Lane area, particularly to the east of Long Lane, and suggest that the council re-examine its priorities and its 
possible development sites.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21795 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

While I accept the need for increased housing and industry in the Newton Abbot area, both to meet a rising population and to enhance the financial and commercial 
success of the area, I object to the proposals to develop the site alongside Long Lane at the upper west end of Haccombe Valley for 2 key reasons.

1. Location of proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridge. This ridge is adjacent to Haccombe Valley which has been designated as an area of Great 
Landscape Value. This same LDF has excluded ridgelines for development in a number of other locations, despite these locations having neither the landscape value 
nor the historic interest of Haccombe valley.

Furthermore, the council's own recommendations in 2008 (following the appeal into further development of the Centrax site) stated that no development should 
occur beyond the hedge on the eastern side of Long Lane. Yet the new plans in the Core Strategy clearly show development on the eastern side of this hedge line, and 
of Long Lane, in contradiction of the 2008 statement.

In addition, the eastern side of Long Lane has the steeper contours and the inevitable excess of surface water from any man-made development would inevitably 
have to drain into Haccombe Valley - unacceptable as the Valley and properties within it (including Haccombe Barns) have already suffered with flooding at times of 
heavy rainfall in the last 20 years.

Finally, other areas have benefited from the council applying a new Green Infrastructure (with 'protected breaks') to prevent further expansion of Newton Abbot into 
protected countryside - yet this has not the case for Haccombe Valley, despite its plethora of listed buildings, an English-Heritage-listed 13th Century Church, and its 
status as an area of 'Great Landscape Value'.
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2. Traffic issues

The proposed new homes and employment will inevitably result in an increase in local traffic, and eastbound this will converge at an already well-established 'pinch-
point' at Penn Inn roundabout. There is already a 15 minute tailback of traffic from Penn Inn roundabout backed up to the outflow roads from Milber estate on 
weekday mornings - this will worsen with the NA4 proposals. The proposed road linking the Shaldon Road with the St Marychurch Road, to serve the new 
development, will have dangerous consequences at its junctions with these roads. Traffic along St Marychurch Road, a narrow and undulating 'rat run', frequently 
exceeds 50 mph, and the visibility when pulling out from the new feeder road onto St Marychurch Road will be poor.

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Road adjacent to Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles - local residents have witnessed such 
vehicles slipping when the roads are wet and icy. An increase in larger vehicles will inevitably increase the dangers. It is remarkable that one of the steepest  hills in 
the area feeds onto one of the busiest roundabouts is set to receive an increase in larger vehicles - an accident waiting to happen?

If no scheme is established to reduce traffic, the proposed new road through the development will in itself become a further 'rat run', destroying the exceptional 
walking and cycling route that Long Lane currently provides.

In addition this valley is a wildlife haven - the BBC wildlife filmmaker Andrew Cooper ahs filmed acclaimed badger documentaries in the valley. The valley is home to 
an unusually wide variety of British bat species, and Cirl Buntings, a rare protected species, are frequently seen and photographed in the valley.

I therefore disagree with the proposals to develop the Long Lane area, particularly to the east of Long Lane, and suggest that the council re-examine its priorities and 
its possible development sites.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21796 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I accept the need for increased housing and industry in the Newton Abbot area, both to meet a rising population and to enhance the financial and commercial success 
of the area, I object to the proposals to develop the site alongside Long Lane at the upper west end of Haccombe Valley for 2 reasons.

1. Location of proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridge. This ridge is adjacent to Haccombe Valley which has been designated as an area of Great 
Landscape Value. This same LDF has excluded ridgelines for development in a number of other locations, despite these locations having neither the landscape value 
nor the historic interest of Haccombe valley.

Furthermore, the council's own recommendations in 2008 (following the appeal into further development of the Centrax site) stated that no development should 
occur beyond the hedge on the eastern side of Long Lane. Yet the new plans in the Core Strategy clearly show development on the eastern side of this hedge line, and 
of Long Lane, in contradiction of the 2008 statement.
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In addition, the eastern side of Long Lane has the steeper contours and the inevitable excess of surface water from any man-made development would inevitably 
have to drain into Haccombe Valley - unacceptable as the Valley and properties within it (including Haccombe Barns) have already suffered with flooding at times of 
heavy rainfall in the last 20 years.

Finally, other areas have benefited from the council applying a new Green Infrastructure (with 'protected breaks') to prevent further expansion of Newton Abbot into 
protected countryside - yet this has not the case for Haccombe Valley, despite its plethora of listed buildings, an English-Heritage-listed 13th Century Church, and its 
status as an area of 'Great Landscape Value'.

2. Traffic issues

The proposed development will result in an increase in local traffic, and eastbound this will converge at an already well-established 'pinch-point' at Penn Inn 
roundabout. There is already a 20 minute tailback of traffic from Penn Inn roundabout backed up to the outflow roads from Milber estate on weekday mornings - this 
will worsen with the NA4 proposals. The proposed road linking the Shaldon Road with the St Marychurch Road, to serve the new development, will have dangerous 
consequences at its junctions with these roads. Traffic along St Marychurch Road, a narrow and undulating 'rat run', frequently exceeds 50 mph, and the visibility 
when pulling out from the new feeder road onto St Marychurch Road will be poor.

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Road adjacent to Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles - local residents have witnessed such 
vehicles slipping when the roads are wet and icy. An increase in larger vehicles will inevitably increase the dangers. It is remarkable that one of the steepest  hills in 
the area feeds onto one of the busiest roundabouts is set to receive an increase in larger vehicles - an accident waiting to happen?

If no scheme is established to reduce traffic, the proposed new road through the development will in itself become a further 'rat run', destroying the exceptional 
walking and cycling route that Long Lane currently provides.

I therefore disagree with the proposals to develop the Long Lane area, particularly to the east of Long Lane, and suggest that the council re-examine its priorities and 
its possible development sites.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21797 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.
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Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 

As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.

General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
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proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
themselves.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21798 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic
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It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 

As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.

General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
themselves.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21799 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:
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Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 

As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.
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General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
themselves.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21800 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
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has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 

As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.

General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
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themselves.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21801 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 

Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 
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As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.

General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.

There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
themselves.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21802 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridgeline. Especially one which is in, and visible from, an area designated as having Great Landscape 
Value. Tourists and many walking groups visiting this historic and unique location would for the 1st time see urban development from many positions in the valley 
with its 13th century English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several grade II listed buildings.

Moreover the plan shows the new housing to be located on the South/Eastern side of Long lane where the steepest contours are. It is baffling given that ridgelines 
have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the recognised historic status that the Haccombe valley has. 
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Residents are already familiar with the ineffectiveness of so called Strategic Planting in the recent case of the storage facility built over the ridgeline near Long Lane. 
Apart from the difficulty in dealing with the visual impact, the council seems to have completely ignored the light pollution and the impact of additional use of the 
area with Great Landscape Value.

By far the most worrying aspect of this proposal is the absence of a new Green Infrastructure preventing further expansion of Newton Abbot into the countryside. In 
every other case the council has done this, but not here. This, together with the proposed new development over a ridge and into a new valley suggests the council 
has 'bigger' plans.

I strongly believe that the council must redefine its proposal in the LDF CS to come into line with its own recommendations and those only recently established in the 
2008 ruling on permitted development in this location. Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, it needs to be protected as such. Once 
crossed, the unique historical and landscape value of the valley would be open to further erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Increased Vehicle Traffic

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. Constructing a new road through the proposed 
development will undoubtedly provide the necessary immediate access to the new premises. The fact that the two ends of this proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks seems to have been overlooked, apart from the "consideration" of linking one end to the future South Devon Link Rd (SDLR) which is still 
to be built. 

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Rd down to the Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles. Unless, and until, there is an actual road to 
handle both the increase in volume, and likely increase in size, of commercial vehicles, it will make a bad traffic situation even worse. 

As long as local residents (and other road users) have to put up with the daily rush hour congestion generated by the St. Mary Church Rd rat-run and the Penn-Inn log-
jam this feeds into, there must not be any development which can exacerbate this. It stands to reason that both the SDLR and appropriate access to this must first be 
completed before any new development can commence.

Furthermore, in the absence of a scheme to alleviate these two local bottlenecks, the proposed new road will simply become another rat-run between St Mary 
Church Rd. and the Shaldon Rd. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by Long Lane. It seems counter intuitive that 
providing a rat-run can possibly "improve" the existing tranquil lane used by local residents.

General & strategic points

I would also like to raise a number of related, but more general strategic points.

The allocation of B1, 2 & 8 is unclear. This is particularly relevant for the NA4 proposals as in previous plans for the area warehousing has been proposed rather than 
small industrial units in line with the existing Milber trading estate mix of businesses. We also believe that the council should create local employment first (through 
proactive policies which we hope to see in their Economic Development Delivery Plan), and in advance of building new homes. Failing to do so will only create more 
out-commuting, a serious problem already identified by the council.
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There are some excellent strategic policies in the LDF CS, especially on protecting our environment, reducing our carbon footprint and preserving the heritage of the 
district. It is unclear how many of these are to be achieved or how they have any bearing on development. The NA4 area proposals appear to fly in the face of many of 
these policies. We wonder what value they add to what appears to be a development led Core Strategy.

The large scale loss of agricultural land appears at odds with other policies in the LDF CS. The first step encroachment as proposed for the NA4 area, removing existing 
landscape protection without replacing it, do not only go against specific policies stated elsewhere in The LDF CS, but are alarming indications of urban sprawl in 
themselves.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21803 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Location of the proposed development

I am concerned that the Council proposes the allocation of land for housing on the South Eastern side of Long lane visible on the Haccombe ridgeline. I am also 
concerned about the absence of any Green Infrastructure preventing further urban expansion of Newton Abbot into the Haccombe valley.

Haccombe is a rural area of Great Landscape Value, with an English Heritage Church (St, Blaise) and several listed buildings. The valley is valued because it is so easily 
accessible to the people of Newton Abbot. People living in an urban environment enjoy the countryside for leisure walking, cycling and horse riding; and those in 
Milber can do so without needing to use a motor vehicle.

I note that ridgelines have been excluded in other locations in the LDF which do not even have the historic status that the Haccombe valley has. In every other case 
the council has done this, but not here. I strongly believe that the council must redefine the proposal to come into line with its own recommendations and those only 
recently established in the 2008 ruling on permitted development in this location.

Long Lane is the historical boundary of the original Haccombe Estate, and it needs to be protected as such. Once crossed the value of Haccombe to the Newton Abbot 
community will be open to ongoing erosion in the form of piecemeal urban expansion.

Proposed access road

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 100 new homes and 8 Ha of new employment land. The proposed new road will feed into two 
notorious local bottle-necks, and will only exacerbate the daily rush hour congestion on the roads feeding down to the Penn-Inn roundabout. It also has the potential 
to become another rat-run between St Marychurch Road and the Shaldon Road. This will destroy the exceptional cycling and walking amenity currently provided by 
Long Lane.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 22543 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

The proposals, as they are currently structured we consider to be potentially damaging to the area, the road infrastructure, wildlife and very possibly employment and 
the environment in general. Consequently we would like to see amendments to your proposed strategy. 

The roads leading to and from Pen Inn and in particular the Shaldon Road and the Marychurch Road are already over used, are in poor repair and not fit to act as main 
arterial roads. They cannot and do not cope with traffic at peak times. At certain times and especially during the tourism season we find it very difficult to travel from 
lower Netherton into Newton Abbot. Your plan would impact negatively on this and therefore could act against retailing in Newton Town Centre, tourism and 
anyone's ability to commute/travel in either direction. We are also very concerned that the essential services could take far too long to reach rural dwellers.

Long lane is effectively an eastern border between town and country. Your own document refers to this (see page 74) and we feel that the Haccombe 'valley should 
be protected in its current state, and very possibly be put forward as an area of outstanding Natural Beauty. To place houses at the end of long lane/Marychurch Road 
would distract immeasurably from this environmentally important area. The sky line would change for ever, and is wholly unacceptable. Also this area teems
with wildlife including Deer, Owls and Bats and to disturb this fine balance may lose this all important habitat for ever.
More homes at Buckland Barton would only add to the misery of commuters as already pointed out above.

In summary we accept that development has to take place, but the plan in the proposed document simply would not work. Far more consideration needs to be given 
to the ability of roads to cope with ever increasing volumes of traffic. Areas of conservation such as the Haccombe Valley and all the way through to 
Combeinteignhead and through Buckland Barton to the Teign Estuary should be protected at all cost: their current status enhanced. Building should be confined to 
areas that do
not impact on environmentally rich and sensitive countryside. There is still plenty available, we accept that is becoming more difficult to find.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 22942 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

While we accept the need for increased housing and industry in the Newton Abbot area, both to meet a rising population and to enhance the financial and 
commercial success of the area, I object to the proposals to develop the site alongside Long Lane at the upper west end of Haccombe Valley for 2 key reasons.

1. Location of proposed development

We are surprised that the council has allocated land for housing on a ridge. This ridge is adjacent to Haccombe Valley which has been designated as an area of Great 
Landscape Value. This same LDF has excluded ridgelines for development in a number of other locations, despite these locations having neither the landscape value 
nor the historic interest of Haccombe valley.

Individual
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Furthermore, the council's own recommendations in 2008 (following the appeal into further development of the Centrax site) stated that no development should 
occur beyond the hedge on the eastern side of Long Lane. Yet the new plans in the Core Strategy clearly show development on the eastern side of this hedge line, and 
of Long Lane, in contradiction of the 2008 statement.

In addition, the eastern side of Long Lane has the steeper contours and the inevitable excess of surface water from any man-made development would inevitably 
have to drain into Haccombe Valley - unacceptable as the Valley and properties within it (including Haccombe Barns) have already suffered with flooding at times of 
heavy rainfall in the last 20 years.

Finally, other areas have benefited from the council applying a new Green Infrastructure (with 'protected breaks') to prevent further expansion of Newton Abbot into 
protected countryside - yet this has not the case for Haccombe Valley, despite its plethora of listed buildings, an English-Heritage-listed 13th Century Church, and its 
status as an area of 'Great Landscape Value'.

2. Traffic issues

The proposed new homes and employment will inevitably result in an increase in local traffic, and eastbound this will converge at an already well-established 'pinch-
point' at Penn Inn roundabout. There is already a 15 minute tailback of traffic from Penn Inn roundabout backed up to the outflow roads from Milber estate on 
weekday mornings - this will worsen with the NA4 proposals. The proposed road linking the Shaldon Road with the St Marychurch Road, to serve the new 
development, will have dangerous consequences at its junctions with these roads. Traffic along St Marychurch Road, a narrow and undulating 'rat run', frequently 
exceeds 50 mph, and the visibility when pulling out from the new feeder road onto St Marychurch Road will be poor.

The exceptionally steep hill on the Shaldon Road adjacent to Penn Inn roundabout is already a challenge for larger vehicles - local residents have witnessed such 
vehicles slipping when the roads are wet and icy. An increase in larger vehicles will inevitably increase the dangers. It is remarkable that one of the steepest  hills in 
the area feeds onto one of the busiest roundabouts is set to receive an increase in larger vehicles - an accident waiting to happen?

If no scheme is established to reduce traffic, the proposed new road through the development will in itself become a further 'rat run', destroying the exceptional 
walking and cycling route that Long Lane currently provides.

We therefore reject the proposals to develop the Long Lane area, particularly to the east of Long Lane, and suggest that the council re-examine its priorities and its 
possible development sites.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 22944 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

We were extremely concerned that, after our opposition to previous planning applications for this area, we were not advised by the Council of the latest proposals. It 
would appear to us that the Council had no wish to widely publish the proposals in order to keep any objections to a minimum. 

Individual
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Our specific objections to the proposals are as follows:-

1. Having previously complained that the industrial units in Centrax's application will cause greater traffic problems than currently exist, the introduction of a 100 unit 
housing development will make the situation even worse. Your officer, at the Haccombe with Combe Parish Council meeting of231u February, stated that the housing 
development had been proposed, in part, to subsidize the building of the road between St. Marychurch/Shaldon roads. Why should this parish suffer to satisfy the 
designs of Centrax?  Should this road be built as suggested it will no doubt become a 'rat run' between the St.  Marychurch/Shaldon roads with all the inherent 
dangers at the junctions at either end.

2. The proposed housing development on Long Lane is on the ridge of an area of outstanding natural beauty and we have no doubt that the development will be 
extended in the future further ruining the beauty of Haccombe valley.

3. Your officer further claimed that the proposed road would improve facilities for walkers and cyclists. This is nonsense, currently Long Road is perfect for such 
activity and is well used, the proposed road with the traffic problems will make such activity less than safe. 

4. We can find no details, in current plan, of car parking area(s). In the original Centrax plan a car park was proposed adjacent to their industrial development in the 
current sports field. We objected to this as we have already experienced anti-social behaviour from youths in the sports field and ready parking would make this 
worse. If parking is necessary it should be further away from existing housing on the other side of Long Lane.

We could go on with further objections but the above are our main concerns. It would appear to us that this whole proposal is flawed, the housing is not needed, 
especially as dormitory housing for Exeter, the road is undesirable from a safety point of view and the desecration of beautiful countryside a tragedy.

Change To Policy:
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